CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Ethics

I expect to pass through this world but once. Any good therefore that I can do, or any kindness I can show to any creature, let me do it now. Let me not defer it, for I shall not pass this way again.

—Stephen Grellet

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

- Explain what ethics is, its importance, and its application to ethical dilemmas.
- Describe the concepts of morality, codes of conduct, and moral judgments.
- Understand relevant ethical theories and principles.
- Describe virtue ethics and values and how they more clearly describe one’s moral character.
- Understand how religious ethics can affect one’s moral character.
- Explain the concept of situational ethics and how changes in circumstances can alter one’s behavior.
- Understand the importance of reasoning in the decision-making process.
Chapter 1 Introduction to Ethics

Introduction

Good can triumph over evil.
—Author Unknown

This chapter provides an overview of the study of ethics as it relates to the delivery of patient care. The intent here is not to burden the reader with complex philosophical theories; however, as with the study of any new subject, words are the tools of thought, and thus an overview and basic understanding of ethics is necessary to help the reader more effectively address many of the common ethical dilemmas that often confront caregivers in the delivery of patient care. Although ethical concepts are often thought of in daunting philosophical terms, the reader who grasps and applies the theories and principles of ethics discussed here will have the tools necessary to empathize with and guide patients, families, and caregivers through the conflicts they often encounter when making care decisions. Therefore, some new vocabulary is a necessary tool, as a building block for the reader to establish a foundation for applying the abstract theories and principles of ethics in order to put them to practical use. Just as the directions on a map are of little value until one makes the journey, so it is with ethics; caregivers must begin to make the journey by learning the thought processes that will help guide the caregiver when addressing complex ethical dilemmas. The learning process for ethics becomes a more enjoyable and rewarding journey as we grasp the ideas, build upon them, and practice all the good we learn by helping all the people we can for as long as we can.

Ethics

How we perceive right and wrong is influenced by what we feed on.
—Author Unknown

Ethics is the branch of philosophy that seeks to understand the nature, purposes, justification, and founding principles of moral rules and the systems they comprise. Ethics and morals are derivatives from the Greek and Latin terms (roots) for custom. The etymology of the words “ethics” and “morality” is derived from the roots ethos and mos, which both convey a meaning describing customs or habits. This etymology supports the claims of anthropologist Ruth Benedict that all values are rooted in customs and habits of a culture, because the words moral and ethics themselves were essentially created to describe these topics.¹

Ethics deals with values relating to human conduct. It focuses on the rightness and wrongness of actions, as well as the goodness and badness of motives and ends. Ethics encompasses the decision-making process of determining ultimate actions—that is, answering the questions What should I do? and Is it the right thing to do? Ethics is an expression of how individuals decide to live with one another within accepted boundaries and how they live in harmony with the environment as well as one another. Ethics is concerned with human conduct as it ought to be, as opposed to what it actually is.

Microethics involves an individual’s view of what is right and wrong based on one’s personal life teachings, traditions, and experiences. Macroethics involves a more global view of right and wrong. Although no person lives in a vacuum, solving ethical dilemmas involves consideration of ethical issues from both a micro and macro perspective.

The term ethics is used in three distinct but related ways, signifying (1) philosophical ethics, which involves inquiry about ways of life and rules of conduct; (2) a general pattern or way of life, such as religious ethics (e.g., Judeo-Christian ethics); and (3) a set of rules of conduct or “moral code” (e.g., professional codes for ethical behavior).

The scope of healthcare ethics encompasses numerous issues, including the right to choose or refuse treatment and the right to limit the suffering one will endure. Incredible advances in technology and the resulting capability to extend life beyond what might be considered a reasonable quality of life have complicated the process of healthcare decision making. The scope of healthcare ethics is not limited to philosophical issues but embraces economic, medical, political, social, and legal dilemmas.

Bioethics addresses a diversity of issues that include the nature of life and death, what sort of life is worth living, how we distinguish between assisted suicide and murder, how we should treat people who are especially vulnerable, and the responsibilities that we have toward other human beings. It is about making better decisions when addressing diverse complex care issues with a wide variety of circumstances.

Why Study Ethics

We study ethics to help caregivers make sound judgments, good decisions, and right choices; if not right choices, then better choices. To those in the healthcare
industry, it is about anticipating and recognizing healthcare dilemmas and making good judgments and decisions based on universal values that work in unison with the laws of the land and our Constitution. Where the law remains silent, we rely on the ability of caregivers to make sound judgments, guided by the Wisdom of Solomon to do good. Doing the right thing by applying the universal morals and values described in this text (e.g., the 10 Commandments) will help shield and protect all from harm.

▶ MORALITY

The three hardest tasks in the world are neither physical feats nor intellectual achievements, but moral acts: to return love for hate, to include the excluded, and to say, “I was wrong.”

—Sydney J. Harris

The following News Clippings portray how a deficiency in the morality of society can lead to a betrayal of humanity. Lawlessness and heartless actions run rampant in a land void of courage and compassion. The reader who thoroughly absorbs, understands, and practices the virtues and values discussed in the pages that follow will see hope spring forth in what often seems a desperate and hopeless world.

NEWS Vietnam—Terror of War

Fire rained down on civilians. Women and children ran screaming. Ut snapped pictures. A little girl ran toward him, arms outstretched, eyes shut in pain, clothes burned off by napalm. She said, “Too hot, please help me!”

—1973 Spot News, Newseum, Washington, DC

NEWS Ethiopian Famine (1985 Feature)

People searched everywhere for food. Some 30,000 tons of it, from the United States, had been held up by an Ethiopian government determined to starve the countryside into submission. And starve the people it did—half a million Ethiopians, many of them children so hungry their bodies actually consumed themselves. I’ll never forget the sounds of kids dying of starvation.

—Newseum, Washington, DC

NEWS Waiting Game for Sudanese Child...

Carter’s winning photo shows a heartbreaking scene of a starving child collapsed on the ground, struggling to get to a food center during a famine in the Sudan in 1993. In the background, a vulture stalks the emaciated child.

Carter was part of a group of four fearless photojournalists known as the “Bang Bang Club” who traveled throughout South Africa capturing the atrocities committed during apartheid.

Haunted by the horrific images from Sudan, Carter committed suicide in 1994 soon after receiving the award.

—A Pulitzer-Winning Photographer’s Suicide, National Public Radio (NPR), March 2, 2006

NEWS Trek of tears describes many horrible historic events, from broken treaties with American Indians to an African journey of horror, where people would flee together as a village to escape the barbaric slaughter of men, women, and children as the remainder of the world stood cowardly by watching the death and starvation of hundreds of thousands of people. Human atrocities committed by humans. Is it not time to stand up and be counted on to do what is right and leave all excuses behind for our complacency toward the genocide that continues throughout the world?

—GP

NEWS There are those who have been brainwashed into believing, in the name of religion, that if they blow themselves up in public places, killing innocent people, that they will be rewarded in the afterlife. This is not religion and it is not culture; it is evil people brainwashing young minds to do evil things.

—GP

NEWS Aim above morality. Be not simply good; be good for something.

—Henry David Thoreau

Morality describes a class of rules held by society to govern the conduct of its individual members. It implies the quality of being in accord with standards of right and good conduct. Morality is a code of conduct. It is a guide to behavior that all rational persons should put forward for governing their behavior. Morality requires us to reach a decision as to the rightness or wrongness of an action. Morals are ideas about what is right and what is wrong; for example,
killing is wrong, whereas helping the poor is right, and causing pain is wrong, whereas easing pain is right. Morals are deeply ingrained in culture and religion and are often part of its identity. Morals should not be confused with religious or cultural habits or customs, such as wearing a religious garment (e.g., veil, turban). That which is considered morally right can vary from nation to nation, culture to culture, and religion to religion. In other words, there is no universal morality that is recognized by all people in all cultures at all times.

Code of Conduct

A code of conduct generally prescribes standards of conduct, states principles expressing responsibilities, and defines the rules expressing duties of professionals to whom they apply. Wikipedia describes a code of conduct as a “set of rules outlining the social norms, religious rules and responsibilities of, and or proper practices for, an individual, party or organization. Related concepts include ethical, honor, moral codes and religious laws.” Most members of a profession subscribe to certain “values” and moral standards written into a formal document which describes the organization’s code of conduct. Codes of conduct often require interpretation by caregivers as they apply to the specific circumstances surrounding each dilemma.

Michael D. Bayles, a famous author and teacher, describes the differences between standards, principles, and rules:

- **Standards** (e.g., honesty, respect for others, conscientiousness) are used to guide human conduct by stating desirable traits to be exhibited and undesirable ones (dishonesty, deceitfulness, self-interest) to be avoided.
- **Principles** describe responsibilities that do not specify what the required conduct should be. Professionals need to make a judgment about what is desirable in a particular situation based on accepted principles.
- **Rules** specify specific conduct; they do not allow for individual professional judgment.

Moral Judgments

Moral judgments are those judgments concerned with what an individual or group believes to be the right or proper behavior in a given situation. Making a moral judgment is being able to select an option from among choices. It involves assessing another person’s moral character based on how he or she conforms to the moral convictions established by the individual and/or group. A lack of conformity can result in moral disapproval and possibly ridicule or censure of one’s character.

Morality Legislated

When it is important that disagreements be settled, morality is often legislated. Law is distinguished from morality by having explicit rules and penalties, as well as officials who interpret the laws and apply penalties when laws are broken. There is often considerable overlap in the conduct governed by morality and that governed by law. Laws are created to set boundaries for societal behavior. They are enforced to ensure that the expected behavior happens.

“You can’t legislate morality” has become a common turn of phrase. The truth is, however, that every law and regulation that is proposed, passed, and enforced has inherent in it some idea of the good that it seeks to promote or preserve. Indeed, no governing authority can in any way be understood to be morally neutral. Those who think such a chimerical understanding is possible could hardly be more wrong. For, in fact, the opposite is true: You can’t not legislate morality.

Moral Dilemmas

Moral dilemmas in the healthcare setting often arise when values, rights, duties, and loyalties conflict. Caregivers often find that there appears to be no right or wrong answer when faced with the daunting task of determining which decision path to follow. The best answer when attempting to resolve an ethical dilemma includes the known wishes of the patient and other pertinent information, such as a living will, that might be available when the patient is considered incompetent to make his or her own choices. The right answer is often elusive when the patient is in a coma, there are no known documents expressing a patient’s wishes, and there are no living relatives. However, an understanding of the concepts presented here will assist the caregiver in resolving complex ethical dilemmas.

> **ETHICAL THEORIES**

> Ethics, too, are nothing but reverence for life. This is what gives me the fundamental principle of morality, namely, that good consists in maintaining, promoting, and enhancing life, and that destroying, injuring, and limiting life are evil.

> —Albert Schweitzer
Ethics seeks to understand and to determine how human actions can be judged as right or wrong. Ethical judgments can be made based on our own experiences or based upon the nature of or principles of reason.

The theories and principles of ethics introduce order into the way people think about life. They are the foundations of ethical analysis that provide guidance in the decision-making process. The various theories present differing viewpoints that assist caregivers in making difficult decisions that impact the lives of others. Ethical theories help caregivers determine the outcome of alternative choices, when following their duties to others, in order to reach the best ethical decision under the circumstances. The more commonly discussed ethical theories are presented here.

**Meta-Ethics**

Meta-ethics is the study of the origin and meaning of ethical concepts. Meta-ethics seeks to understand ethical terms and theories and their application. “Meta-ethics explores as well the connection between values, reasons for action, and human motivation, asking how it is that moral standards might provide us with reasons to do or refrain from doing as it demands, and it addresses many of the issues commonly bound up with the nature of freedom and its significance (or not) for moral responsibility.”

Meta-ethics is “A classification within western philosophy that attempts to discover the origin or cause of right and wrong.”

An example question within meta-ethics is: “How can we know what is right and wrong?” There are almost as many different answers as there are different people answering the question. Some individuals may say that right and wrong are dictated by holy books, or philosophy books, or political books, or by popular speakers, but there is no good explanation yet within philosophy that can illustrate the origins and nature of right and wrong that are verifiable and acceptable to everyone.

A patient faces illness, disease, and end-of-life issues as a result of all of his life experiences. The caregiver must be committed to understanding and accepting that people have different viewpoints when facing end-of-life decisions in order to better help the patient in his journey through the fears and ups and downs of illness. “Comfort care is an essential part of medical care at the end of life. It is care that helps or soothes a person who is dying. The goals are to prevent or relieve suffering as much as possible and to improve quality of life while respecting the dying person’s wishes.”

**Normative Ethics**

Normative ethics is prescriptive in that it attempts to determine what moral standards should be followed so that human behavior and conduct may be morally right. Normative ethics is primarily concerned with establishing standards or norms for conduct and is commonly associated with investigating how one ought to act. It involves the critical study of major moral precepts, such as what things are right, what things are good, and what things are genuine. One of the central questions of modern normative ethics is whether human actions are to be judged right or wrong solely according to their consequences.

The determination of a universal moral principle for all humanity is a formidable task and most likely not feasible due to the diversity of people and their cultures. However, there is a need to have a commonly held consensus about what is right and wrong in order to avoid chaos. Thus, there are generally accepted moral standards around which laws are drafted.

**Normative Ethics and Assisted Suicide**

Oregon’s Death with Dignity Act of 1997 allows terminally ill state residents to end their lives through the voluntary self-administration of a lethal dose of medications prescribed by a physician. Although this act was voted upon by the Oregon state legislature and agreed upon by referendum, there are those who disagree with the law from a religious or moral standpoint. The Oregon act is controversial at best and has placed morality and the law in conflict. In the middle of the continuing controversy is the terminally ill patient, who must make the ultimate decision of life versus death. It could be argued that it is morally wrong to take one’s own life regardless of the law, or it can be argued that ending one’s life is a morally permissible right because the law provides the opportunity for terminally ill patients to make end-of-life decisions that include the right to self-administer a lethal dose of medications.

As there is a diversity of cultures, there is diversity of opinions as to the rightness and wrongness of the Oregon act. From a microethics point of view as it relates to the Oregon law, each individual must decide what is the right thing to do.

**Descriptive Ethics**

Descriptive ethics, also known as comparative ethics, is the study of what people believe to be right and wrong and why they believe it. Descriptive ethics describes how people act, “and/or what sorts of moral standards
they claim to follow,“ whereas normative ethics prescribes how people ought to act. Both normative and descriptive ethical theories have application in the Oregon act. The controversial nature of physician-assisted suicide in the various states is but one of many healthcare dilemmas caregivers will experience during their careers (e.g., abortion, euthanasia, right to try experimental drugs).

Applied Ethics

Applied ethics is “the philosophical search (within western philosophy) for right and wrong within controversial scenarios.” Applied ethics is the application of normative theories to practical moral problems, such as abortion, euthanasia, and assisted suicide.

Consequential Ethics

The end excuses any evil.

—Sophocles, Electra (c. 409 B.C.)

The theory of consequential ethics emphasizes that the morally right action is whatever action leads to the maximum balance of good over evil. From a contemporary standpoint, theories that judge actions by their consequences have been referred to as consequential ethics. Consequential ethical theories revolve around the premise that the rightness or wrongness of an action depends on the consequences or effects of an action. The theory of consequential ethics is based on the view that the value of an action derives solely from the value of its consequences. The consequentialist considers the morally right act or failure to act is one that will produce a good outcome. The goal of a consequentialist is to achieve the greatest good for the greatest number. It involves asking such questions as:

■ What will be the effects of each course of action?  
■ Who will benefit?  
■ What action will cause the least harm?  
■ What action will lead to the greatest good?

These questions should be applied when answering the questions in the following Reality Check.

No Good Deed Goes Unpunished

Matt was assigned to survey Community Medical Center (CMC) in Anytown, Minnesota, with a team of three surveyors and one observer. He related to me his experience of surveying the children's dental clinic.

Following his tour of CMC's dental clinic, Matt reviewed with the clinic’s staff the dental program, which served the city’s underserved children. He also reviewed the care rendered to several patients based on common and complex diagnoses, as well as the clinic’s performance improvement activities. During the survey, Dr. Seiden, the clinic director, asked, “Are surveyors trained about the importance of dental care in disease prevention? As you know, dentistry is often a stepchild when it comes to allocation of scarce resources. Departments like surgery and radiology often receive the lion’s share of funds.” Matt responded by describing a film sponsored by the American Dental Association that was shown when he was in training to become a surveyor. The film presented a man whose dental care had been sorely neglected throughout his life and not been addressed prior to replacement of a heart valve. The patient developed a systemic infection following surgery, which led to deterioration of the heart valve and the patient’s ultimate death. The film described the lessons learned and opportunities for performance improvement that included the need for a dental evaluation by a dentist prior to valve replacement. Dr. Seiden was pleased to learn that the importance of dentistry is included in surveyor training.

Following Matt’s survey of the dental clinic, the staff relayed to him their concern that the clinic was going to be closed for lack of funds. Cheryl, the clinic manager, explained, “I sometimes feel the importance of the dental clinic to the underserved population is not well-understood.” A bit emotional, Cheryl said, “Matt, have you surveyed other dental clinics?” Matt replied, “Yes, several well-funded clinics that come to mind were in Philadelphia and New York City.” Cheryl then asked, “Matt, do you have any ideas as to how we can save our clinic from closing?” Matt replied, “I have some time before lunch, and I can share a few ideas with you.” Cheryl replied, “The staff will be eager to listen.” The staff proceeded to place several chairs in a semicircle and brainstormed with Matt a variety of ideas for saving the clinic. The staff discussed several fund-raising activities including a car wash by children to bring awareness to Anytown’s dental clinic. Matt looked at his watch and said, “I need to get back to my survey team, but I want to leave you with one other thought to ponder that could be applicable to any department in the hospital. I was surveying a veteran’s hospital physical therapy department and noticed on their bulletin board the staff’s dream plan for renovation of their department. I asked the physical therapy staff about the plan. They related how their vision of a new physical therapy department had been sketched out and placed on their bulletin board. Several weeks later, a veteran who had been sitting in the waiting area became curious about their dream. After studying the board during his visits for therapy, he walked to the reception desk.
on his last visit and asked about their vision for physical therapy. They explained it was a $200,000 dream. Gary looked at the staff at the reception desk and said, “It is no longer a dream. I don’t have much, but what I do have is enough to make your dream come true. And, so he did.” Matt continued, “You see, if people know your dreams, something as small as a bulletin board can make all the difference.” Dr. Seiden smiled and said, “I see where this is going: community awareness as to the need to fund the clinic. It’s really not merely about a car wash, it’s about a concept of how the hospital can save not only the dental clinic but other programs earmarked for closing.” Matt smiled, as the staff regained hope. Dr. Seiden, seeing that Matt had little time for lunch, stood up, extended his hand and said, “Matt, you gave us hope when we believed there was none. Thank you so much. I will be sure to discuss this with administration.”

Matt presented his observations the following morning to the organization’s leadership, which included his roundtable discussion with the staff. He was, however, cut short in his presentation by the surveyor team leader, Brad, who later reported to Victor, Matt’s manager, that Matt should not be discussing how to save a dental clinic by opening a car wash. Matt received a reprimand from Victor and was removed at the end of day 4 of a 5-day survey without explanation.

—Anonymous

**Discussion**

1. Discuss Matt’s approach to addressing the staff’s concerns for saving the children’s dental clinic.
2. If Matt’s roundtable session led to saving the clinic, was Matt’s reprimand worth the risk if he could have foreseen the resulting reprimand?
3. The goal of a consequentialist is to achieve the greatest good for the greatest number. Discuss how this applies in this Reality Check.

---

**Utilitarian Ethics**

*Happiness often sneaks in a door you did not think was open.*

—Author Unknown

The utilitarian theory of ethics involves the concept that the moral worth of an action is determined solely by its contribution to overall usefulness. It describes doing the greatest good for the greatest number of people. It is thus a form of **consequential ethics**, meaning that the moral worth of an action is determined by its outcome, and, thus, the ends justify the means. The utilitarian commonly holds that the proper course of an action is one that maximizes utility, commonly defined as maximizing happiness and reducing suffering, as noted in the following Reality Check.

---

**Maximizing Happiness and Reducing Suffering**

Daniel was the last of five people interviewed for the CEO’s position at Anytown Medical Center. During the interview, a member of the finance committee asked, “Daniel, how would you maximize an allocation of $100,000 to spend as you wished for improving patient care, aside from capital budget and construction projects?” Bishop Paul, the board chairman, added, “Daniel, think about the question. I will give you five minutes to form an answer.” Daniel responded, “Bishop Paul, I am ready to answer your question now.” The trustees looked somewhat surprised, as Bishop Paul quickly responded with a smile, “You may proceed with your answer.” Daniel replied, “An old Chinese proverb came to mind as quickly as the question was asked: ‘Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.’ You are interviewing me as CEO of your hospital. I see my job as assuring you that employees are thoroughly trained to care for the patients the hospital serves. I will maximize the value of each and every dollar by determining skill sets that the staff are lacking and retraining staff in the areas where deficiencies are noted.”

Bishop Paul looked around the long oval table at the trustees. “This has been a long day and a grueling interview process for Daniel. Are there any other questions you would like to ask him?” There was silence as the trustees shook their heads. Bishop Paul looked at Daniel and thanked him for his interest in becoming the hospital’s next CEO.

As Daniel began to leave the boardroom, Bishop Paul smiled and turned his swivel chair around as Daniel was walking toward the exit and asked, “Daniel, could I ask that you not leave the building just yet? If you could, just wait (continues)
outside the room and have a seat in the doctors’ lounge area.” After about 20 minutes, a trustee went into the lounge where Daniel was sitting and asked him to return to the boardroom. As he entered the room, Bishop Paul stood up and looked at Daniel straight in his eyes and said, “Daniel, you were the last to be interviewed because you were on the short list of candidates selected to be interviewed. Speaking for the board, your response to the last question was merely icing on the cake confirming our interest in you joining our staff. Both the Board of Trustees and members of the Medical Executive Committee unanimously have recommended you as our CEO, with which I unconditionally concur! Welcome to Anytown Hospital.” The trustees stood and clapped their hands. The bishop turned to the trustees and said, “Wow, that’s a first.”

—Anonymous

Discussion

1. Discuss how Daniel’s response to the trustee’s question of how he would spend the $100,000 fits the utilitarian theory of ethics.
2. Did Daniel, metaphorically speaking, succeed in maximizing happiness in the eyes of the board? Discuss your answer.

Deontological Ethics

Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never simply as a means, but always at the same time as an end.

—Immanuel Kant

Deontological ethics is commonly attributed to the German philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724–1804). Kant believed that although doing the right thing is good, it might not always lead to or increase the good and right thing sought after. It focuses on one’s duties to others and others’ rights. It includes telling the truth and keeping your promises. Deontology ethics is often referred to as duty-based ethics. It involves ethical analysis according to a moral code or rules, religious or secular. Deon is derived from the Greek word meaning “duty.” Kant’s theory differs from consequentialism in that consequences are not the determinant of what is right; therefore, doing the right thing may not always lead to an increase in what is good.

Duty-based approaches are heavy on obligation, in the sense that a person who follows this ethical paradigm believes that the highest virtue comes from doing what you are supposed to do—either because you have to, for example, following the law, or because you agreed to, for example, following an employer’s policies. It matters little whether the act leads to good consequences; what matters is “doing your duty.”

The following Reality Check illustrates how duty-based ethics focuses on the act and not the consequences of an act.

Maximizing Happiness and Reducing Suffering

Duty Compromises Patient Care

At 33 years of age, Daniel was the youngest administrator in New York State and was about to learn that adhering to company policy sometimes conflicts with the needs of the patient. In this case, it was a 38-year-old employee who had been diagnosed with cancer. He remembers the day well, even though it was more than 30 years ago. His secretary alerted him that Carol, a practical nurse and employee, had been admitted to the 3-North medical-surgical unit, where she worked. Without delay, he left his office and went to the nursing unit and inquired as to what room Carol was in. Beth, the unit’s nurse manager, overheard the question. She walked up and asked, “Daniel, could I please talk to you for a moment before you visit with Carol?” He looked at her and nodded yes and without thought, they both walked to her office. She closed the door and said, “As you know, we are self-insured, and the health insurance program we have does not cover Carol’s chemotherapy treatments. She cannot bear the cost. Is there anything you can do to help her?” Daniel replied that he would make an inquiry with the human resources director to see what could be done.

Beth asked, “Would you mind if I went with you to Carol’s room for a few minutes?” Daniel compassionately replied, “Of course you can.”

They walked to Carol’s room. Her husband and children had just left. Beth stayed for only a few minutes, and while Daniel remained behind, chatting with Carol for a few moments, and said he would be back to talk with her more.
The rightness or wrongness of an action is based on properties intrinsic to the action, not on its consequences. In other words, the nonconsequentialist believes right or wrong depends on the intention, not the outcome.

Nonconsequential Ethics

The nonconsequential ethical theory denies that the consequences of an action are the only criteria for determining the morality of an action. In this theory, the rightness or wrongness of an action is based on properties intrinsic to the action, not on its consequences. In other words, the nonconsequentialist believes right or wrong depends on the intention, not the outcome.

Bad Outcome, Good Intentions

Chelsea was preparing to drape Mr. Smith's leg in OR 6 for surgery, when she was approached by Nicole, the nurse manager, and asked, "Chelsea, please come to OR 3. We have an emergency there and urgently need your skills to assist the surgeon." Chelsea turned to Daniel, the surgical technician, and asked him to continue prepping Mr. Smith's leg for surgery. Daniel prepped the leg prior to the surgeon entering the room. The surgeon entered the room a few minutes later and asked, "Where is Chelsea?" Daniel replied, "She was called away for an emergency in OR 3. Karen will be in shortly to assist us."

Following surgery, Mr. Smith was transferred to the recovery room. While he was in the recovery room, a nurse was looking at the patient's medical record as to the notes regarding the patient's procedure during surgery. She noticed that surgery was conducted on the wrong leg.

Although there was heated discussion between the surgeon and nursing staff, each member of the staff had good intentions, but the outcome was not so good. Nonconsequentialists believe that right or wrong depends on the intention. They generally focus more on deeds and whether those deeds are good or bad. In this case, the intentions were good, but the outcome was bad. It should be noted that nonconsequentialists do not always ignore the consequences. They accept the fact that sometimes good intentions can lead to bad outcomes. In summary, nonconsequentialists focus more on character as to whether someone is a good person or not. Nonconsequentialists believe that right or wrong depends on the intention. Generally, the consequentialist will focus more on outcomes as to whether or not they are good or bad.

Discussion

1. Describe how the nonconsequential theory of ethics applies in this case.
2. What questions might the consequentialist raise after reviewing the facts of this case?

Ethical Relativism

The theory of ethical relativism holds that morality is relative to the norms of the culture where one lives. In other words, right or wrong depends on the moral norms of the society in which it is practiced. A particular action by an individual may be morally right in one society or culture and wrong in another. What is acceptable in one society may...
An army of principles can penetrate where an army of soldiers cannot.
—Thomas Jefferson

Ethical principles are universal rules of conduct, derived from ethical theories that provide a practical basis for identifying what kinds of actions, intentions, and motives are valued. Ethical principles assist caregivers in making choices based on moral principles that have been identified as standards considered meaningful when addressing health care–related ethical dilemmas. As noted by the principles discussed in the following sections, caregivers, in the study of ethics, will find that difficult decisions often involve choices between conflicting ethical principles.

Autonomy

No right is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded, by the common law, than the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own person, free from all restraint or interference of others, unless by clear and unquestioned authority of law.
—Union Pacific Ry. Co. v. Botsford [141 U.S. 250, 251 (1891)]

The principle of autonomy involves recognizing the right of a person to make one's own decisions. “Auto” comes from a Greek word meaning “self” or the “individual.” In this context, it means recognizing an individual’s right to make his or her own decisions about what is best for him- or herself. Autonomy is not an absolute principle. The autonomous actions of one

not be considered as such in another. Slavery may be considered an acceptable practice in one society and unacceptable and unconscionable in another. The administration of blood may be acceptable as to one's religious beliefs and not acceptable to another within the same society. The legal rights of patients vary from state to state, as is well borne out, for example, by Oregon's Death with Dignity Act. Caregivers must be aware of cultural, religious, and legal issues that can affect the boundaries of what is acceptable and what is unacceptable practice, especially when delivering health care to persons with beliefs different from their own. As the various cultures of the world merge together in communities, the education and training of caregivers become more complex. The caregiver must not only grasp the clinical skills of his or her profession but also have a basic understanding of what is right and what is wrong from both a legal and an ethical point of view. Although decision making is not always perfect, the knowledge gained from this text will aid the reader in making better decisions.

PRINCIPLES OF ETHICS

You cannot by tying an opinion to a man’s tongue, make him the representative of that opinion; and at the close of any battle for principles, his name will be found neither among the dead, nor the wounded, but the missing.
—E. P. Whipple (1819–1886)
person must not infringe upon the rights of another. The eminent Justice Benjamin Cardozo, in *Schloendorn v. Society of New York Hospital*, stated:

> Every human being of adult years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own body and a surgeon who performs an operation without his patient's consent commits an assault, for which he is liable in damages, except in cases of emergency where the patient is unconscious and where it is necessary to operate before consent can be obtained.\(^1\)

Each person has a right to make his or her own decisions about health care. A patient has the right to refuse to receive health care even if it would be beneficial to saving his or her life. Respect for autonomy has been recognized in the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. The law upholds an individual's right to make healthcare decisions. Patients can refuse treatment, refuse to take medications, and refuse invasive procedures regardless of the benefits that may be derived from them. They have a right to have their decisions adhered to by family members who may disagree simply because they are unable to let go. Although patients have a right to make their own choices, they also have a concomitant right to know the risks, benefits, and alternatives to recommended procedures.

Autonomous decision making can be affected by one's disabilities, mental status, maturity, or incapacity to make decisions. Although the principle of autonomy may be inapplicable in certain cases, one's autonomous wishes may be carried out through an advance directive and/or an appointed healthcare agent in the event of one's inability to make decisions.

What happens when the right to autonomy conflicts with other moral principles, such as beneficence and justice? Conflict can arise, for example, when a patient refuses a blood transfusion considered necessary to save his or her life whereas the caregiver's principal obligation is to do no harm. Determining the right thing to do in any given circumstance is not always an easy decision, as noted in the following Reality Check where the husband decides to withhold his wife's prognosis.

---

**Reality Check**

Annie, a 27-year-old woman with one child, began experiencing severe pain in her abdomen while visiting her family in May. After describing the excruciating pain to her husband, Daniel, he scheduled Annie for an appointment with Dr. Sokol, a gastroenterologist, who ordered a series of tests. While conducting a barium scan, a radiologist at Community Hospital noted a small bowel obstruction. Dr. Sokol recommended surgery, to which both Annie and Daniel agreed.

After the surgery, on July 7, Dr. Brown, the operating surgeon, paged Daniel over the hospital intercom as he walked down a corridor on the ground floor. Daniel, hearing the page, picked up a house phone and dialed zero for an operator. The operator inquired, “May I help you?” “Yes,” Daniel replied. “I was just paged.” The operator replied, “Oh, yes. Dr. Brown would like to talk to you. I will connect you with him. Hang on, Don’t hang up.” (Daniel’s heart began to pound.) Dr. Brown asked, “Is this you, Daniel?” Daniel replied, “Yes, it is.” Dr. Brown replied, “Well, surgery is over. Your wife is recovering nicely in the recovery room.” Daniel was relieved, but only for a moment; he sensed Dr. Brown had more to say. Dr. Brown continued, “I am sorry to say that she has carcinoma of the colon.” Daniel replied, “Did you get it all?” Dr. Brown reluctantly replied, “I am sorry, but the cancer has spread to her lymph nodes and surrounding organs.” Daniel, with tears in his eyes, asked, “Can I see her?” Dr. Brown replied, “She is in the recovery room.” Before hanging up, Daniel told Dr. Brown, “Please do not tell Annie that she has cancer. I want her to always have hope.” Dr. Brown agreed, “Don’t worry, I won’t tell her. You can tell her that she had a narrowing of the colon.”

Daniel hung up the phone and proceeded to the recovery room. After entering the recovery room, he spotted his wife. His heart sank. Tubes seemed to be running out of every part of her body. He walked to her bedside. His immediate concern was to see her wake up and have the tubes pulled out so that he could take her home.

Later, in a hospital room, Annie asked Daniel, “What did the doctor find?” Daniel replied, “He found a narrowing of the colon.”

“Am I going to be okay?”

“Yes, but it will take a while to recover.”

“Oh, that’s good. I was so worried,” said Annie. “You go home and get some rest.”

Daniel said, “I’ll be back later,” as Annie fell back to sleep.

Daniel left the hospital and went to see his friends, Jerry and Helen, who had invited him for dinner. As Daniel pulled up to Jerry and Helen’s home, he got out of his car and just stood there, looking up a long stairway leading to

(continues)
Jerry and Helen’s home. They were standing there looking down at Daniel. It was early evening. The sun was setting. A warm breeze was blowing, and Helen’s eyes were watering. Those few moments seemed like a lifetime. Daniel discovered a new emotion, as he stood there speechless. He knew then that he was losing a part of himself. Things would never be the same.

Annie had one more surgery 2 months later in a futile attempt to extend her life. In November 2002, Annie was admitted to the hospital for the last time. Annie was so ill that even during her last moments she was unaware that she was dying.

Dr. Brown entered the room and asked Daniel, “Can I see you for a few moments?”

“Yes,” Daniel replied. He followed Dr. Brown into the hallway.

“Daniel, I can keep Annie alive for a few more days, or we can let her go.” Daniel, not responding, went back into the room. He was now alone with Annie. Shortly thereafter, a nurse walked into the room and gave Annie an injection. Daniel asked, “What did you give her?” The nurse replied, “Something to make her more comfortable.” Annie had been asleep; she awoke, looked at Daniel, and said, “Could you please cancel my appointment to be sworn in as a citizen? I will have to reschedule. I don’t think I will be well enough to go.”

Daniel replied, “Okay, try to get some rest.” Annie closed her eyes, never to open them again.

Discussion

1. Do you agree with Daniel’s decision not to tell Annie about the seriousness of her illness? Explain your answer.
2. Should the physician have spoken to Annie as to the seriousness of her illness regardless of Daniel’s desire to give Annie hope and not a death sentence? Explain your answer.
3. Describe the ethical dilemmas in this case (e.g., how Annie’s rights were violated).
4. Place yourself in Annie’s shoes, the physician’s shoes, and Daniel’s shoes, and then discuss how the lives of each may have been different if the physician had informed Annie as to the seriousness of her illness.

This case raises numerous questions, often resulting in conflicts among ethics, the law, patient rights, and family wishes. From a professional ethics point of view, the American Medical Association provides in its Principles of Medical Ethics that:

IV. A physician shall respect the rights of patients, colleagues, and other health professionals, and shall safeguard patient confidences and privacy within the constraints of the law.12

Legally, pursuant to the Patient Self-Determination Act of 1990, patients have a right to make their own healthcare decisions, to accept or refuse medical treatment, and to execute an advance healthcare directive. Practically speaking, as discussion of this case illustrates, one size does not fit all. Both legal and ethical edicts have often served to raise an unending stream of questions that involve both the law and ethics. Although discussed later, a case here has been made for the need of a well-balanced ethics committee to help caregivers, patients, and family come to a consensus in the decision-making process.

Life or Death: The Right to Choose

A Jehovah’s Witness in Stamford Hospital v. Vega13 executed a release requesting that no blood or its derivatives be administered during hospitalization. The Connecticut Superior Court determined that the hospital had no common law right or obligation to thrust unwanted medical care on the patient because she had been sufficiently informed of the consequences of the refusal to accept blood transfusions. She had competently and clearly declined that care. The hospital’s interests were sufficiently protected by her informed choice, and neither it nor the trial court in this case was entitled to override that choice. “Thus, under the facts of this case, Vega’s common law right of bodily self-determination was entitled to respect and protection. The trial court, therefore, improperly issued an injunction that permitted the hospital to administer blood transfusions to Vega.”14

Beneficence

Beneficence describes the principle of doing good, demonstrating kindness, showing compassion, and helping others. In the healthcare setting, caregivers demonstrate beneficence by providing benefits and balancing benefits against risks. Beneficence requires one to do good. Doing good requires knowledge of the beliefs, culture, values, and preferences of the patient—what one person may believe to be good for a patient may in reality be harmful. For example, a caregiver
may decide to tell a patient frankly, “There is nothing else that I can do for you.” This could be injurious to the patient if the patient really wants encouragement and information about care options from the caregiver. Compassion here requires the caregiver to tell the patient, “I am not aware of new treatments for your illness; however, I have some ideas about how I can help treat your symptoms and make you more comfortable. In addition, I will keep you informed as to any significant research that may be helpful in treating your disease processes.”

**Paternalism**

*Paternalism* is a form of beneficence. People sometimes believe that they know what is best for another and make decisions that they believe are in that person’s best interests. It may involve, for example, withholding information, believing that the person would be better off that way. Paternalism can occur because of one’s age, cognitive ability, and level of dependency. A patient’s rights to self-determination are compromised when a third party imposes their wishes upon those of another person.

**CPR and Paternalism in Nursing Homes** Some nursing homes have implemented no-CPR policies, as noted in the following Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Memorandum. Nursing home patients have a right to make their own care decisions. Having a policy of no resuscitation measures in the nursing home setting is a paternalistic approach to patient care that eliminates patients’ option to make that decision for themselves—a clear violation of patients’ rights and autonomous decision making. Such policies are unconditionally morally and legally wrong.

**Memorandum Summary**

- **Initiation of CPR**—Prior to the arrival of emergency medical services (EMS), nursing homes must provide basic life support, including initiation of CPR, to a resident who experiences cardiac arrest (cessation of respirations and/or pulse) in accordance with that resident’s advance directives or in the absence of advance directives or a Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) order. CPR-certified staff must be available at all times.

- **Facility CPR Policy**—Some nursing homes have implemented facility-wide no-CPR policies. Facilities must not establish and implement facility-wide no-CPR policies.

- **Surveyor Implications**—Surveyors should ascertain that facility policies related to emergency response require staff to initiate CPR as appropriate and that records do not reflect instances where CPR was not initiated by staff even though the resident requested CPR or had not formulated advance directives.\(^\text{15}\)

**Physicians and Paternalism**

*Medical paternalism* often involves physicians unwittingly making decisions for patients who are capable of making their own choices. Physicians often find themselves in situations where they can influence a patient’s healthcare decision simply by selectively telling the patient what he or she prefers based on personal beliefs. This directly violates patient autonomy. The problem of paternalism involves a conflict between the principles of autonomy and beneficence, each of which may be viewed and weighed differently, for example, by the physician and patient, physician and family member, or even the patient and a family member.

Paul Ramsey in *The Patient as Person* (1970) discusses the question of paternalism. As physicians are faced with many options for saving lives, transplanting organs, and furthering research, they also must wrestle with new and troubling choices—for example, who should receive scarce resources (e.g., organ transplants), determining when life ends, and what limits should be placed on care for the dying.

Dr. David S. Brody describes in the November 1980 issue of the *Annals of Internal Medicine* how physicians have traditionally played a paternalistic role in the delivery of patient care. He writes that physicians today must bear in mind the autonomous right of patients to participate in the decision-making process.

Practicing physicians must frequently make decisions about how much they wish to encourage patient participation in clinical decision-making and how to respond to rational patient demands that do not coincide with their own decisions. These are difficult ethical dilemmas with no indisputable or universal solutions. The traditional concept of the doctor-patient relationship places the patient in a passive, compliant role. The physician’s only obligation is to seek competent help and cooperate with the physician. A number of factors have contributed to the continued dominance of the traditional doctor-patient imbalance of power. Despite these factors, there seems to be a great deal of public dissatisfaction with health care delivery in the United States; demands for more patient autonomy are increasing.\(^\text{16}\)
Ultimately, as determined by court decisions, it is the patient’s right to know and choose what course of treatment they wish to pursue without undue pressure from the physician.

**Employment-Related Paternalism**

Employment-related paternalism at its best is a shared and cooperative style of management in which the employer recognizes and considers employee rights when making decisions in the workplace. Paternalism at its worst occurs when the employer’s style of management becomes more authoritarian, sometimes arbitrary, and unpredictable, as noted in the Reality Check presented next. In this scenario the employer has complete discretion in making workplace decisions and the individual employee’s freedom is subordinate to the employer’s authority. Here the employer requires strict obedience to follow orders without question. The supervisor in this case illustrated a lack of respect and consideration for the employee in a place remote from his office.

---

**Paternalism and Breach of Confidentiality**

Nina traveled with her husband, Dan, to his work assignment at a hospital in Michigan so that she could visit her brother, who lived nearby. While visiting with her brother, Nina believed that her potassium was low—a frequent occurrence with her for many years. Nina’s brother suggested she could have her blood tested at a local blood drawing station. Dan later learned Nina’s potassium was low; he confided this to a colleague, a nurse named Joan, who asked how his wife was doing.

Later that morning, while at work, Joan called Bill, Dan’s supervisor, to discuss Nina’s health. Bill, however, had overslept and had not yet arrived at work. Joan decided to speak to the supervisor on call. After that conversation, Joan tracked Dan down on several occasions that morning by asking staff members his whereabouts. On the first occasion, at approximately 10:15 AM, Dan was surveying the organization’s Oncology Infusion Center when Joan arrived. She called Dan aside, excusing the organization’s staff from the immediate area, and said with surprise, “Dan, you are working?” Dan, even more surprised at the question, “Yes, I have been working.” Joan replied, “Well, anyway, the corporate office wants to speak to you.” Dan said he would call during lunch hour. Joan, somewhat agitated, walked away.

Joan again tracked Dan down once again with the help of the organization’s staff at 11:30 AM. She located Dan while he was in the organization’s transfusion center. She entered the conference room where Dan was discussing the care being rendered to a cancer patient. She said in a stern tone of voice, “Could everyone please leave the room. I need to talk to Dan.” The organization’s staff left the room, and Joan said, “I finally reached Bill and he wants you to call him.” Dan inquired, “Is he pulling me off this assignment?” Joan replied, “Yes, he is. I spoke to Bill, and he has decided that out of concern for Nina, you should be removed from this particular assignment. He wants you to call him.” Dan replied, “I don’t understand why you did this—calling Bill, continually interrupting my work, and sharing confidential information about my wife with others. I will wrap up with the staff my review of this patient and call Bill.”

As Joan left the conference room, Dan added, “I trusted you, and you shared confidential information about my wife?” Joan, realizing that she had no right to share the information, quickly walked away.

Dan called Bill during his lunch break. During that call Bill said, “I am going to remove you from your assignment because I think your wife’s health needs should be addressed, and this could be disruptive to the survey.” Dan replied, “The only disruption has been the nurse tracking me down with staff from the organization and not conducting her work activities.” Bill said, “My decision stands. You can opt to take vacation time for the remainder of the week.”

**Discussion**

1. Discuss what examples of paternalism you have gleaned from this case.
2. Discuss the issues of trust, confidentiality, and fairness as they relate to this case.

At present, the federal employment discrimination laws fail to provide uniform and consistent legal protection when an employer engages in applicant-specific paternalism—the practice of excluding an applicant merely to protect that person from job-related safety and/or health risks uniquely attributable to his or her federally protected characteristic(s). Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the courts and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) reject such paternalism, demanding that the applicant alone decide whether to pursue (and accept) a job that poses risks related to his or her sex, race, color, religion, or national origin.17
Can a Physician “Change His or Her Mind”?

Bill Walls had a condition that caused his left eye to be out of alignment with his right eye. Walls discussed with Dr. Shreck, his physician, the possibility of surgery on his left eye to bring both eyes into alignment. Walls and Shreck agreed that the best approach to treating Walls was to attempt surgery on the left eye. Before surgery, Walls signed an authorization and consent form that included the following language:

- I hereby authorize Dr. Shreck . . . to perform the following procedure and/or alternative procedure necessary to treat my condition . . . of the left eye.
- I understand the reason for the procedure is to straighten my left eye to keep it from going to the left.
- It has been explained to me that conditions may arise during this procedure whereby a different procedure or an additional procedure may need to be performed, and I authorize my physician and his assistants to do what they feel is needed and necessary.

During surgery, Shreck encountered excessive scar tissue on the muscles of Walls’s left eye and elected to adjust the muscles of the right eye instead. The next day, Walls went to Shreck’s office for a follow-up visit and adjustment of his sutures. Walls asked Shreck why he had operated on the right eye, and Shreck responded that “he reserved the right to change his mind” during surgery.

Walls filed a lawsuit. The trial court concluded that Walls had failed to establish that Shreck had violated any standard of care. It sustained Shreck’s motion for directed verdict, and Walls appealed. The court stated that the consent form that had been signed indicated that there can be extenuating circumstances when the surgeon exceeds the scope of what was discussed presurgery. Walls claimed that it was his impression that Shreck was talking about surgeries in general.

Dr. Roussel, an ophthalmologist, had testified on behalf of Walls. Roussel stated that it was customary to discuss with patients the potential risks of a surgery, benefits, and the alternatives to surgery. Roussel testified that medical ethics requires informed consent.

Dr. Shreck claimed that he had obtained the patient’s informed consent not from the form but from what he discussed with the patient in his office. The court found that the form itself does not give or deny permission for anything. Rather, it is evidence of the discussions that occurred and during which informed consent was obtained. Shreck therefore asserted that he obtained informed consent to operate on both eyes based on his office discussions with Walls.

Ordinarily, in a medical malpractice case, the plaintiff must prove the physician’s negligence by expert testimony. One of the exceptions to the requirement of expert testimony is the situation whereby the evidence and the circumstances are such that the recognition of the alleged negligence may be presumed to be within the comprehension of laypersons. This exception is referred to as the “common knowledge exception.”

The evidence showed that Dr. Shreck did not discuss with Walls that surgery might be required on both eyes during the same operation. There was evidence that Walls specifically told Shreck he did not want surgery performed on the right eye.

Expert testimony was not required to establish that Walls did not give express or implied consent for Shreck to operate on his right eye. Absent an emergency, it is common knowledge that a reasonably prudent healthcare provider would not operate on part of a patient’s body if the patient told the healthcare provider not to do so.

On appeal, the trial court was found to have erred in directing a verdict in favor of Shreck. The evidence presented established that the standard of care in similar communities requires healthcare providers to obtain informed consent before performing surgery. In this case, the applicable standard of care required Shreck to obtain Walls’s express or implied consent to perform surgery on his right eye.

[Walls v. Shreck, 658 N.W.2d 686 (2003)]

Ethical and Legal Issues

1. Discuss the conflicting ethical principles in this case.
2. Did the physician’s actions in this case involve medical paternalism? Explain your answer.
Nonmaleficence

Nonmaleficence is an ethical principle that requires caregivers to avoid causing patients harm. It derives from the ancient maxim *primum non nocere*, translated from the Latin, “first, do no harm.” Physicians today still swear by the code of Hippocrates, pledging to do no harm. Medical ethics requires healthcare providers to “first, do no harm.” A New Jersey court in *In re Conroy* found that “the physician’s primary obligation is . . . First do no harm.”

And then there are the doctors. Healers who pledge to do no harm are now facing a system which will eventually expect them to do just that.

—Tammy Bruce, *The Washington Times*, June 7, 2017

The patients described in the news clippings were harmed because the physician who was trained to do good did wrong by taking advantage of the patients’ weaknesses. The beneficent person does good and not harm (nonmaleficence). The law in the news clipping is clear. If a person with intent and action causes harm to the patient, that person will be punished.

One of the many lessons in the next Reality Check teaches the reader that one may have good intent, but that intent can lead to a perceived wrong and thus be damaging to one’s good character and possibly one’s career path.

Patient Questions Physical Exam

Dear Sir:

I was a patient on your short-term acute-care psychiatric unit. It was a voluntary admission, as is the case with all patients on that unit. Dr. X was my psychiatrist. Although he was very good as a psychiatrist, I was somewhat disturbed in the way he conducted my physical examination. He had come to my room on the day of my admission and said that he needed to perform a physical exam. He had already conducted a thorough history of my physical ailments and thoroughly reviewed my family history as far back as I could remember.

We were in the room alone when he entered. He had a gown in his hand and asked me to put it on. He walked out of the room and said he would be back in a few minutes. When he returned, he began to conduct a physical examination. Early on in the exam, he asked when I had my last breast examination. I told him that I was 28 and never had one. He said, “Well, I’d better do one.” I thought it was a bit odd that he conducted the exam without a female nurse.
The intersection of “law” and “ethics” is clear. Deviation from either can lead to unsatisfactory outcomes for both physicians and patients. Although a caregiver may be trained to conduct a physical examination, the question may not be “can I do it?” but “should I do it?”

**Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment**

The Tuskegee syphilis experiment, conducted by the U.S. Public Health Service between 1932 and 1972, was designed to analyze the natural progression of untreated syphilis in African American men. The participants were not warned during the study that penicillin was available as the cure for syphilis. They believed that they were receiving adequate care and unknowingly suffered unnecessarily. The Tuskegee syphilis study used disadvantaged, rural black men to investigate the untreated course of the disease, one that is by no means confined to that population. The study should have recognized from the beginning that selection of research subjects, regardless of race, must be closely monitored to ensure that specific classes of individuals (e.g., terminally ill patients, welfare patients, racial and ethnic minorities, or persons confined to institutions) are not selected for research studies based on their availability, compromised position, or manipulability. Rather, they must be selected for reasons directly related to the research being conducted. The ethical principle of *nonmaleficence* requires all people to avoid causing harm. In this case, the failure to alert those involved in the research study that a cure was available was both ethically and legally wrong.

**Nonmaleficence and Ending Life**

The principle of nonmaleficence is defeated when a physician is placed in the position of ending life by removing respirators, giving lethal injections, or writing prescriptions for lethal doses of medication. Helping patients die violates the physician’s duty to save lives. In the final analysis, there needs to be a distinction between killing patients and letting them die. It is clear that killing a patient is never justified.

**Justice**

*Justice* is the obligation to be fair in the distribution of benefits and risks. Justice demands that persons in similar circumstances be treated similarly. A person is treated justly when he or she receives what is due, is deserved, or can legitimately be claimed. Justice involves how people are treated when their interests compete with one another. *Distributive justice* is a principle requiring that all persons be treated equally and fairly. No one person, for example, should get a disproportional share of society’s resources or benefits. There are many ethical issues involved in the rationing of health care. This is often a result of limited or scarce resources,
limited access as a result of geographic remoteness, or a patient’s inability to pay for services combined with some physicians unwilling to accept patients who are perceived as “no-pays” with high risks for legal suits.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy, speaking on health care at the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library in Boston, Massachusetts, on April 28, 2002, stated:

It will be no surprise to this audience that I believe securing quality, affordable health insurance for every American is a matter of simple justice. Health care is not just another commodity. Good health is not a gift to be rationed based on ability to pay. The time is long overdue for America to join the rest of the industrialized world in recognizing this fundamental need.20

Later, speaking at the Democratic National Convention on August 25, 2008, Kennedy said:

And this is the cause of my life—new hope that we will break the old gridlock and guarantee that every American—North, South, East, West, young, old—will have decent, quality health care as a fundamental right and not a privilege.21

Although Senator Kennedy did not live to see the day his dream would come true, President Barack Obama signed into law the final piece of his administration’s historic healthcare bill on March 23, 2010. The law, however, has yet to provide the coverage as described by the late Senator Kennedy and remains a political football in Congress.

The costs of health care have bankrupted many, and research dollars have proven to be inadequate, yet many members of Congress elected to address the needs of the country have chosen to continue their bipartisan bickering while they “enjoy” the lowest acceptance ratings in the nation’s history. They have, however, ensured that their own healthcare needs are met with the best of care in the best facilities with the best doctors. They have taken care of themselves. Their pensions are intact, whereas many Americans have to face such dilemmas as which medications they will take and which they cannot afford. Many Americans often have to decide between food and medications, with life-and-death consequences. Is this justice or theft of the nation’s resources by the few incompetents who have been elected to protect the American people? Unfortunately, these problems continue to this day as Congress continues to wrangle over national health insurance.

Limited financial resources are challenging to the principles of justice. Justice involves equality; nevertheless, equal access to health care is at best a hope, a dream, and a promise to which all are committed on both sides of the political spectrum. A pathway to achieving this goal remains controversial. With total U.S. health spending costing over $10,000 per person,22,23 how should healthcare dollars be allocated between healthcare education, preventative care, healthcare insurance programs (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, Indian Health Services, TRICARE, Veterans Health Administration) for curative care, rehabilitation programs, long-term care, and research.

[Note: There is no accurate, foolproof way to know what people spend on health care. For example, added unknown costs include over-the-counter drugs, questionable health supplements and vitamins, among many other expenses that are difficult to track, such as travel and transportation to a practitioner or healthcare facility.] The “U.S. federal budget deficit for fiscal year 2019 is $985 billion. FY 2019 covers October 1, 2018 through September 30, 2019. The deficit occurs because the U.S. government spending of $4.407 trillion is higher than its revenue of $3.422 trillion.”24 Considering the scarcity of resources for healthcare expenditures, who and what should the parameters be as to how to allocate scarce financial resources? If the parameter sets merely short-term objectives to maximize the health
benefits for the population served, some will receive a higher quality of care while others will receive, at best, satisfactory care. With an aging population, long-term care will require more funding, thus competing for dollars with education and prevention, which are the driving forces to ensure a healthier lifestyle. It will also compete with the research funding that over the long term will lead to lower costs of care associated with debilitating diseases that accompany the aging process. Education and prevention will improve the quality of life, as well as life expectancy, thus they more effectively address the quality of life for future generations. The funding allocation challenge remains as to how this generation will prioritize the need for a healthier lifestyle and allowing for improved funding for research activities that extend the quality of life. Justice in the distribution of limited dollars often results in fewer dollars for so-called orphan diseases (e.g., scleroderma, lupus), which are underfunded because they affect fewer people. Thus, the lion's share of dollars continues to be directed toward research on diseases that affect the greater proportion of the population, leaving less for research on less widespread conditions.

There are many variables to take into consideration when determining how to distribute limited funds that will equally benefit all when there are other variables that must be considered that affect the quality of a healthy society. The obligation to be just and fair in the distribution of scarce resources is not an easy pathway to follow when there are so many competing interests in an ever-changing world. It would be easy to allocate funds if the formula for total unfailing quality patient care would be: $a + b + c = d$ (where $a =$ unlimited resources for equipment, $b =$ unlimited number of caregivers, $c =$ sufficient facilities, and $d =$ unfailing quality patient care). The formula for improving the health of the people may be much more complicated and written, with tongue in cheek, as: $a^2 + b^y + c^z - b^y - a \log (c^z - b^y) = d$. To better understand the complexity of the first formula requires understanding that the factors necessary to deliver high-quality care are ever-expanding; for example:

- It is not enough to merely have equipment; it must be high-quality equipment that improves patient outcomes.
- It is not enough to have merely the “right” number of persons on staff; the individual staff members must also be competent enough to perform the assigned tasks.
- It is not enough to have health facilities; they must be high-quality facilities.

Improving the health and well-being of the people is a moral concern. The careless allocation of scarce resources that are not cost-effective produces fewer benefits than would have been possible through the thoughtful and wise distribution of scarce resources. Because resources are limited, the allocation of funding must be equitable and just. Justice requires the fair distribution of limited funds, which is associated with the moral theories of utilitarianism and consequentialism.

Utilitarianism’s starting point is that we all attempt to seek happiness and avoid pain, and therefore our moral focus ought to center on maximizing happiness (or, human flourishing generally) and minimizing pain for the greatest number of people. This is both about what our goals should be and how to achieve them. Consequentialism asserts that determining the greatest good for the greatest number of people (the utilitarian goal) is a matter of measuring outcome, and so decisions about what is moral should depend on the potential or realized costs and benefits of a moral belief or action. This is largely about determining how to attain our goals, which are taken to be self-evident.25

In summary, the allocation of limited resources requires the appropriate distribution of funds that address the promotion of healthy lifestyles, improvement in education and training programs, building state-of-the-art safe healthcare facilities equipped with the latest medical equipment, research, and translational medicine.

---

**States Have Double Standards**

It is no secret that states have had double standards over the years—one for healthcare organizations and one for physicians and investors, who often duplicated the financially more lucrative hospital services while referring Medicaid patients and no-pays to hospital programs for care. As administrator of one hospital, allow me to give you a few examples:

1. A radiology group was able to purchase their own computed tomography (CT) scanner, while the hospital had to jump through hoops to be able to purchase one for the hospital.

(continues)
**States Have Double Standards**

2. A group of surgeons and private investors established an ambulatory surgery center in direct competition with the hospital without scrutiny. At the same time, the hospital was required to justify the hospital's proposed surgery center. The hospital was required to complete lengthy questionnaires and gather supporting documentation to justify construction and operation of an outpatient surgery center.

3. The hospital had to justify opening an outpatient rehabilitation program within the hospital in order to provide a continuum of care for patients needing physical therapy services. While hospital staff was busy justifying the need for an outpatient rehabilitation program, orthopedic surgeons were busy setting up their own outpatient programs to compete with the hospital.

I remember walking to my car one day after work and one of my orthopedic surgeons caught up to me and said, “You know, Dan, I have made enough money in the 3 years that I have been on your staff to buy your hospital.”

**Discussion**

1. Discuss the issues of justice as they apply to this scenario.
2. Discuss the issues of fairness and how physician competition with hospitals can affect the quality of patient care.

---

**Injustice for the Insured**

Even if you’re insured, getting ill could bankrupt you. Hospitals are garnishing wages, putting liens on homes and having patients who can’t pay arrested. It’s enough to make you sick.

—Sara Austin

Hospitals are receiving between $4 million and $60 million annually in charity funds in New York City alone, according to Elizabeth Benjamin, director of the health law unit of the Legal Aid Society of New York City; however, even the insured face injustice. In 2003, almost 1 million Americans declared bankruptcy because of medical issues, accounting for nearly half of all of the bankruptcies in the country. In 2016, a Kaiser Family Foundation poll found that nearly as many were declaring bankruptcy or struggling to pay medical bills despite expansion of affordable health insurance under the Affordable Care Act.

When an insured patient gets ill and exhausts his or her insurance benefits, should the hospital be able to:

- Withhold the money from the patient's wages?
- Place a lien on the patient's home?
- Arrest the patient?
- Block the patient from applying for the hundreds of millions of dollars in government funds designated to help pay for care for those who need it?

According to an article that appeared in the *Journal of the American Medical Association* entitled “Medical Bankruptcy in the United States, 2007: Results of a National Study,” “The US health care financing system is broken, and not only for the poor and uninsured. Middle-class families frequently collapse under the strain of a health care system that treats physical wounds, but often inflicts fiscal ones.”

Not only are patients facing financial crisis and/or going bankrupt, hospitals are facing the same fate. As of September 2017, hospital bankruptcies totaled 22. Ayla Ellison, author of “22 Bankruptcies So Far in 2017,” writes in her article: “From reimbursement landscape challenges to dwindling patient volumes, many factors lead hospitals and other healthcare organizations to file for bankruptcy.”

**Age and Justice**

**New Kidney Transplant Rules Would Favor Younger Patients**

The nation’s organ transplant network is considering giving younger, healthier people preference over older, sicker patients for the best kidneys.

Some also complain that the new system would unfairly penalize middle-aged and elderly patients at a time when the overall population is getting older.

If adopted, the approach could have implications for other decisions about how to allocate scarce resources, such as expensive cancer drugs and ventilators during hurricanes and other emergencies.

What are the legal issues intertwined with the ethical issues in this case?

The principle of distributive justice raises numerous issues, including how limited resources should be allocated. For example, when there is a reduction in staff in healthcare organizations, managers are generally asked to eliminate “nonessential” personnel. In the healthcare industry, this translates to those individuals not directly involved in patient care (e.g., maintenance and housekeeping employees). Is this fair? Is this just? Is this the right thing to do?

In Search of Economic Justice

In 2008, Avery Comarow, in his article “Under the Knife in Bangalore,” wrote that the high cost of U.S. hospital care is motivating patients to travel to places like India and Thailand for major procedures. A decade later, not much has changed: A 2016 article estimated 1.4 million Americans would travel overseas to obtain less expensive healthcare services. There would be no need for uninsured patients to go abroad if the prices they were quoted in the United States were more in line with what insurers and Medicare pay. The uninsured often pay full price for medical procedures in the United States. For example, a self-pay patient will pay between $70,000 and $133,000 for coronary bypass surgery, whereas Medicare will pay between $18,609 and $23,589. Commercial insurance plans often get up to a 60% discount off the list cost of medical procedures. In India, the same surgery will cost the patient $7,000, and in Thailand, it will be $22,000. To avoid bankruptcy and loss of assets, maybe their homes, Americans risk the unknowns of going abroad for health care.

Should an 89-year-old patient get a heart transplant, rather than a 10-year-old girl, just because he or she is higher on the waiting list?

Should a 39-year-old single patient, rather than a 10-year-old boy, get a heart transplant because he or she is higher on the waiting list?

Should a 29-year-old mother of three get a heart transplant, rather than a 10-year-old girl, because she is higher on the waiting list?

Should a 29-year-old pregnant mother with two children, rather than a 10-year-old boy, get a heart transplant because she is higher on the waiting list?

Justice and Emergency Care

When two patients arrive in the emergency department in critical condition, consider who should receive treatment first. Should the caregiver base his or her decision on the:

- First patient who walks through the door?
- Age of the patients?
- Likelihood of survival?
- Ability of the patient to pay for services rendered?
- Condition of the patient?

Patients are to be treated justly, fairly, and equally. What happens, however, when resources are scarce and only one patient can be treated at a time? What happens if caregivers decide that age should be the determining factor as to who is treated first? One patient is saved, and another dies. What happens if the patient saved is terminal and has an advance directive in his wallet requesting no heroic measures to save his life?

In Search of Economic Justice

In 2008, Avery Comarow, in his article “Under the Knife in Bangalore,” wrote that the high cost of U.S. hospital care is motivating patients to travel to places like India and Thailand for major procedures. A decade later, not much has changed: A 2016 article estimated 1.4 million Americans would travel overseas to obtain less expensive healthcare services. There would be no need for uninsured patients to go abroad if the prices they were quoted in the United States were more in line with what insurers and Medicare pay. The uninsured often pay full price for medical procedures in the United States. For example, a self-pay patient will pay between $70,000 and $133,000 for coronary bypass surgery, whereas Medicare will pay between $18,609 and $23,589. Commercial insurance plans often get up to a 60% discount off the list cost of medical procedures. In India, the same surgery will cost the patient $7,000, and in Thailand, it will be $22,000.

To avoid bankruptcy and loss of assets, maybe their homes, Americans risk the unknowns of going abroad for health care.

---

Boomer Bubble “Bioeconomics”

As baby boomers become Medicare eligible, there is likely to be a huge strain on the federal budget. Is this dramatically increased cost justified, beneficial, and necessary to the country as a whole?

The revenue from working, taxpaying baby boomers over the past four decades has fueled unprecedented prosperity. That revenue has made many entitlements possible, but it is going to diminish drastically as boomers retire and become recipients instead of contributors to the revenue base. Advances in medical technology have increased longevity dramatically, and boomers therefore are likely to be on the receiving end of entitlements for a long time.

Medical advances, however, also can increase productivity as well as longevity. Boomers with a lifetime of work experience can be a valuable resource if they are kept healthy enough to remain gainfully employed at some level. Maintenance of a skilled American workforce is essential for future prosperity and economic stability. Boomers are a substantial resource of experienced skilled workers. It is a political necessity that they are encouraged to stay productive. The government’s subsidizing health care through Medicare and other programs is therefore an investment that can facilitate this worthwhile goal. Additional incentives may even be appropriate. Even on an ethical basis, boomers that fueled our economy for so long deserve to be taken care of in their later years. Hopefully, many of them will be healthy enough and willing enough to continue being productive beyond the usual retirement age. Thus, from a political perspective, the moral and ethical choice may also turn out to be the profitable choice for the people.

—Physician
VIRTUE ETHICS AND VALUES

Virtue ethics focuses on the inherent character of a person rather than on the specific actions he or she performs. A virtue is a positive trait of moral excellence. Virtues are those characteristics that differentiate good people from bad people. Virtues such as courage, honesty, and justice are abstract moral principles. A morally virtuous person is one who does the good and right thing by habit, not merely based on a set of rules of conduct. The character of a virtuous person is naturally good, as exhibited by his or her unswerving good behavior and actions.

Resilience of the Health Caregiver Spirit

I’ve been in leadership roles for two sister hospitals in southeast Louisiana, with each experiencing the devastation of hurricane damage twice in the past 3 years. The first experience was temporarily suspending normal operations in New Orleans, and recently, history repeated itself at the sister hospital in Houma, Louisiana.

In both instances, I was stunned at the determination and strength of healthcare teams to rebuild. Both hospitals needed to resort to MASH-type tent hospitals to allow rebuilding of the hospitals. Health care for the communities was not interrupted. Back-to-basics care ensued, but not without close attention to needed regulatory compliance standards. The regulatory agencies were called and involved from the get-go, and the caregiver teams and support service staff flourished with enthusiasm to survive and care for the patients in need. Was this because of the nonprofit nature of our state-sponsored hospitals? I don’t think so. The human spirit takes over when it comes to patient care, no matter what.

I am happy to say that both New Orleans and Houma are back on track, with care being provided in top-quality hospitals. This is only due to the diligence of all, including facilities management, housekeeping, and multiple direct and indirect caregiver departments. What is the ethical issue here? There is no issue. Support for the art of caregiving will never be disappointed—at least not in southeast Louisiana. I stand in awe of what I have seen and look forward to growing with this team of devoted professionals.

—Nurse

Values are standards of conduct. They are used for judging the goodness or badness of some action. A moral value is the relative worth placed on some virtuous behavior. Values are rooted in customs and habits of a culture because the words moral and ethics themselves were essentially created to describe these topics: “The acquisition of culture begins at birth and continues throughout the life span.”

Values are the standards by which we measure the goodness in our lives. Intrinsic value is something that has value in and of itself (e.g., happiness). Instrumental value is something that helps to give value to something else (e.g., money is valuable for what it can buy).

Values may change as needs change. If one’s basic needs for food, water, clothing, and housing have not been met, one’s values may change such that a friendship, for example, might be sacrificed if one’s basic needs can be better met as a result of the sacrifice. As a mother nears the end of her life, a financially well-off family member may want to take more aggressive measures to keep Mom alive despite the financial drain on her estate. Another family member, who is struggling financially, may more readily see the futility of expensive medical care and find it easier to let go. Values give purpose to each life. They make up one’s moral character.

All people make value judgments and make choices among alternatives. Values are the motivating power of a person’s actions and necessary to survival, both psychologically and physically.

The relationship between abstract virtues (principles) and values (practice) is often difficult to grasp. The virtuous person is one who does good, and his or her character is known through the values he or she practices consistently by habit.

We begin our discussion here with an overview of those virtues commonly accepted as having value when addressing difficult healthcare dilemmas. The reader should not get overly caught up in the philosophical morass of how virtues and values differ but should be aware that the words “virtues” and “values” have been used interchangeably. This text is not about memorizing words; it is about applying what we learn for the good of all whose lives we touch.

Whether we call compassion a virtue or a value or both, the importance for our purposes in this text is to understand what compassion is and how it is applied in the healthcare setting.
Courage as a Virtue  

Courage is the greatest of all virtues, because if you haven’t courage, you may not have an opportunity to use any of the others.  

—Samuel Johnson

Courage is the mental or moral strength to persevere and withstand danger. Courage can be characterized as the ladder upon which all the other virtues mount. Courage is the strength of character necessary to continue in the face of fears and the challenges in life. It involves balancing fear, self-confidence, and values. Without courage, we are unable to take the risks necessary to achieve the things most valued. A courageous person has good judgment and a clear sense of his or her strengths, correctly evaluates danger, and perseveres until a decision is made and the right goal that is being sought has been achieved. The Reality Check below describes the courage of a young lady facing a difficult journey in her battle with cancer.

### Pillars of Moral Strength

I am part of all I have met.  

—Alfred Tennyson

There is a deluge of ethical issues in every aspect of human existence. Although cultural differences, politics, and religion influence who we are, it is all of our life experiences that affect who we have become. If we have courage to do right, those who have influenced our lives were most likely courageous. If we are compassionate, it is most likely because we have been influenced by the compassionate.

The Pillars of Moral Strength illustrated in Figure 1-1 describes a virtuous person. What is it that sets each person apart? In the final analysis, it is one’s virtues and values that build moral character. Look beyond the words and ask, “Do I know their meanings?” “Do I apply their concepts?” “Do I know their value?” “Are they part of me?”

### My Journey—How Lucky Am I?

No words can be scripted to say what I have been through, so I will just speak from my heart and off the cuff. From the day the doctor said to me, “Denise, you have a rare cancer and we are sorry there is nothing we can do,” I did not waver in my faith in God. He was in me, he was through me and he was around me. I just asked the doctor, “What do I do?” And yet, although he said a whole bunch of words, I wasn’t focused so much on what was being said. It’s like a calmness was over me, not much worry, just a feeling of, I will never be alone on this new journey I’m about to experience. I felt calm. Not until I looked at my loved ones’ faces did I realize, oh my, this can be bad. But again, a feeling came over me that I will not face this ALONE. God has plans for me and I will surrender in his grace and as time past [sic], I realized how lucky and blessed I am, for most people who may feel that death may be close by, I didn’t feel that way. What I felt was WOW!! Everyone gets to show me their love in the NOW and not in the later when I am no longer here. How lucky am I?

—Denise
Courage, in differing degrees, helps to define one's character (the essence of one's being) and offers the strength to stand up for what is good and right. It crosses over and unites and affects all other values. Courage must not be exercised to an extreme, causing a person to become so foolish that his or her actions are later regretted.

When the passion to destroy another human being becomes such an obsession that one is willing to sacrifice the lives of others, that person has become a bully and a coward and not a person of courage. History is filled with men and women who have hidden their fears by inciting others to do evil. Such people are not the role models that we want our children to look to for character.

**Wisdom as a Virtue**

True wisdom comes to each of us when we realize how little we understand about life, ourselves, and the world around us.

—Socrates

We can learn from history how past generations thought and acted, how they responded to the demands of their time and how they solved their problems. We can learn by analogy, not by example, for our circumstances will always be different than theirs were. The main thing history can teach us is that human actions have consequences and that certain choices, once made, cannot be undone. They foreclose the possibility of making other choices and thus they determine future events.

—Gerda Lerner (pioneer of women's history)

Wisdom is the judicious application of knowledge. Wisdom begins first by learning from the failures and successes of those who have preceded us. Marcus Tullius Cicero (106–43 BC), a Roman philosopher and politician, is reported to have said, “The function of wisdom is to discriminate between good and evil.” In the healthcare setting, when the patient's wishes and end-of-life preferences are unknown, wisdom with good judgment without bias or prejudice springs forth more easily.

**Temperance as a Virtue**

Being forced to work, and forced to do your best, will breed in you temperance and self-control, diligence and strength of will, cheerfulness and content, and a hundred virtues which the idle will never know.

—Charles Kingsley

Temperance involves self-control and restraint. It embraces moderation in thoughts and actions. Temperance is evidenced by orderliness and moderation in everything one says and does. It involves the ability to control one's actions so as not to go to extremes. The question arises, without the ability to control oneself from substance abuse, for example, how can a person possibly live the life of a virtuous person. The old adage, “the proof is in the pudding” lies in one's actions. A virtuous person stands out from the crowd by actions and deeds.

**Commitment**

Unless commitment is made, there are only promises and hopes, but no plans.

—Peter F. Drucker

I know the price of success: dedication, hard work, and an unremitting devotion to the things you want to see happen.

—Frank Lloyd Wright

Commitment is the act of binding oneself intellectually and/or emotionally to a course of action (e.g., pursue a career, adhere to a religious belief) or person (e.g., marriage, family, patient care). It is an agreement or pledge to do something. It can be ongoing, such as in a marriage, or a pledge to do something in the future, such as an engagement as a commitment to marry a particular person.

**Compassion and Empathy**

Compassion is the basis of morality.

—Arthur Schopenhauer

Compassion is the profound awareness of and sympathy for another's suffering. The ability to show compassion is a true mark of moral character. Compassion is a moral value expected of all caregivers. There are those who argue that compassion will blur one's judgment. Caregivers need to show the same compassion for others as they would expect for themselves or their loved ones. A person with compassion recognizes that someone is in pain (emotional, physical, or both) and tries his best to alleviate it.

Those who lack compassion have a weakness in their moral character. In 1996, Dr. Linda Peeno, featured in Michael Moore's 2007 film *Sicko*, testified before Congress to discuss her prior work for Humana, where she worked as a claims reviewer for several health maintenance organizations (HMOs). Dr. Peeno showed compassion as she testified before the Committee on Commerce on May 30, 1996. Here is her story in part:

I wish to begin by making a public confession. In the spring of 1987, I caused the death of a man. Although this was known to many people, I have not been taken before any court of law or called to account for this in any professional or
Lack of compassion is illustrated in another news report where a video showed a woman dying on the floor in a psychiatric facility.

public forum. In fact, just the opposite occurred. I was rewarded for this. It brought me an improved reputation in my job and contributed to my advancement afterwards. Not only did I demonstrate that I could do what was asked, expected of me, I exemplified the good company employee. I saved one half million dollars.

Since that day, I have lived with this act and many others eating into my heart and soul. The primary ethical norm is do no harm. I did worse, I caused death. Instead of using a clumsy bloody weapon, I used the simplest, cleanest of tools: my words. This man died because I denied him a necessary operation to save his heart. I felt little pain or remorse at the time. The man’s faceless distance soothed my conscience. Like a skilled soldier, I was trained for the moment. When any moral qualms arose, I was to remember, “I am not denying care; I am only denying payment.”

Duty-based ethics required Dr. Peeno to follow the rules of her job. In so doing, a life was lost. Although Dr. Peeno eventually came forward with her story, the irony here lies in the fact that Dr. Peeno lacked the courage, integrity, and compassion to report her story sooner. The lack of compassion for others plagues the healthcare industry in a variety of settings.

The stream of news clippings that illustrate the ongoing need for compassionate caregivers is presented here. The first clipping describes an incident where two nurses and an aide were indicted in the death of an elderly World War II veteran in an Atlanta, Georgia, nursing home. The three staff members were caught on camera laughing as the man gasped for air and pleaded for help.

A hidden video from 2014 showed nurses laughing as a World War II veteran repeatedly called for help and died while in their care.

A woman died on the floor in the psych ward at Kings County Hospital, while people around her, including a security guard, did nothing to help. After an hour, another mental patient finally got the attention of the indifferent hospital workers, according to the tape obtained by the New York Daily News.

Worse still, the surveillance tape suggests hospital staff may have falsified medical charts to cover the utter lack of treatment provided to Esmin Green before she died.


A second egregious example that illustrates the lack of compassion was illustrated when a man expired while the ambulance crew attempted to find a hospital that would accept him for care.

After getting struck by a motorcycle, an elderly Japanese man with head injuries waited in an ambulance as paramedics phoned 14 hospitals, each refusing to treat him.

He died 90 minutes later at the facility that finally relented—one of thousands of victims repeatedly turned away in recent years by understaffed and overcrowded hospitals in Japan.

—Maria Yamaguchi, Associated Press, February 5, 2009

At Harvard and other medical schools across the country, educators are beginning to realize that empathy is as valuable to a doctor as any clinical skill. Doctors who try to understand their patients may be the best antidote for the widespread dissatisfaction with today’s healthcare system.

—Nathan Thornburgh
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Empathy is a visceral feeling where a person sees another in pain and can place themselves in their shoes and feel that pain. According to Webster’s dictionary, empathy is “the action of understanding, being aware of, being sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience of another of either the past or present without having the feelings, thoughts, and experience fully communicated in an objectively explicit manner.”

Nothing is more important than empathy for another human being’s suffering.

Nothing. Not a career, not wealth, not intelligence, certainly not status.

We have to feel for one another if we’re going to survive with dignity.

—Audrey Hepburn

Jodi Halpern, in her article “Empathy and Patient–Physician Conflicts,” writes in the *Journal of General Internal Medicine* how physicians can foster empathy during conflict:

Physicians associate empathy with benevolent emotions and with developing a shared understanding with patients. While there have been many articles on managing “difficult” patients, little attention has been paid to the challenges physicians face during conflicts with patients, especially when both parties are angry and yet empathy is still needed. This topic is especially important in light of recent studies showing that practicing medicine increasingly requires physicians to manage their own feelings of anger and frustration. This article seeks to describe how physicians can learn to empathize with patients even when they are both subject to emotions that lead to interpersonal distancing. Empathy is defined as engaged curiosity about another’s particular emotional perspective. Five specific ways for physicians to foster empathy during conflict are described: recognizing one’s own emotions, attending to negative emotions over time, attuning to patients’ verbal and nonverbal emotional messages, and becoming receptive to negative feedback. Importantly, physicians who learn to empathize with patients during emotionally charged interactions can reduce anger and frustration and also increase their therapeutic impact.

Tony Padilla writes with vision in his article entitled “Kindness: At the Center of Patient Experience Strategies,” where he states:

With its vision of “healing human kind, one patient at a time, by improving health, alleviating suffering, and delivering acts of kindness,” UCLA Health has fulfilled the commitment to kindness by improving care delivery systems with patient experience and quality foremost in mind. In addition, as we have learned, when patient-centered communications become the norm, employees follow suit.

Kindness truly is the foundation of any cultural transformation aimed at improving the patient experience.

**Detachment**

*Detachment*, or lack of concern for the patient’s needs, often translates into mistakes that result in patient injuries. Those who have excessive emotional involvement in a patient’s care may be best suited to work in those settings where patients are most likely to recover and have good outcomes (e.g., maternity units). As with all things in life, there needs to be a comfortable balance between compassion and detachment.

*Never apologize for showing feeling. When you do so, you apologize for the truth.*

—Benjamin Disraeli
Mr. Jones was trying to get home from a long trip to see his ailing wife. Mrs. Jones had been ill for several years, suffering a great deal of pain. His flight was to leave at 7:00 PM. Upon arrival at the airport in New York at 4:30 PM, he inquired at the ticket counter, “Is there an earlier flight that I can take to Washington?” The counter agent responded, “There is plenty of room on the 5:00 PM flight, but you will have pay a $200 change fee.” The passenger inquired, “Could you please waive the change fee? I need to get home to my ailing wife.” The ticket agent responded, “Sorry, your ticket does not allow me to make the change. You can, however, try at the gate.”

The passenger made a second attempt at the gate to get on an earlier flight, but the manager at the gate was unwilling to authorize the change, saying, “I don’t make the rules.”

Mr. Jones decided to give it one more try. He called the airline’s customer service center. The customer service agent responded to Mr. Jones’s plea: “We cannot overrule the agent at the gate. Sorry, you just got the wrong supervisor. He is going by the book.”

—Anonymous

Discussion
1. Should rules be broken for a higher good? Discuss your answer.
2. Do the rules seem to be consistently or inconsistently applied in this Reality Check? Discuss your answer.

Conscientiousness

The most infectiously joyous men and women are those who forget themselves in thinking about and serving others.

—Robert J. McCracken

A conscientious person is one who has moral integrity and a strict regard for doing what is considered the right thing to do. A person acts conscientiously if he or she is motivated to do what is right, believing it is the right thing to do. Conscience is a form of self-reflection and judgment about whether one’s actions are right or wrong, good or bad. It is an internal sanction that comes into play through critical reflection. This sanction often appears as a bad conscience in the form of painful feelings of remorse, guilt, shame, disunity, or disharmony as the individual recognizes that his or her acts were wrong.

Kill the Messenger

Frank, working as a hospital inspector, found a number of things wrong in his recent building inspection. At first glance the building looked clean and polished—Frank was amazed by how the floors sparkled in the old building. But then, as Frank always does, he asked to look behind a corridor door. Behind the door, Frank found a small storage closet with medical records strewn on the floor and others stored in cardboard boxes. The records had been soaked by water and floor wax that had seeped under the door when the corridors where cleaned. Entries on the records were blurred, making them difficult to read, and the records appeared to have black mold growing on them.

Behind another door was a medical equipment repair room. Dust balls floated on the floor as the door was opened. There was food on the floor, and a can of soda had been spilled and allowed to dry. Equipment parts were also scattered on the floor.

The staff complained about Frank’s findings. Before he left, the staff corrected the issues he had noted and asked, “Frank, could you remove these comments from your report. We cleaned the room and it is spotless. In addition, we stored the records in the medical records department.” Frank replied, “I could not in good conscience remove my findings. Yes, the room may be clean, but what about the information that had been recorded on the medical records that is not readable? Further, our process for inspecting your facility is a sampling process. I did not look behind every door, and I am not sure what we would find if we did. I would suggest, as we discussed earlier, that a written plan of action be prepared and implemented to address the issues I identified. More important, your action plan should be implemented facility-wide. For example, no boxes should be stored on the floors, including medical supplies, as well as medical records.”

—Anonymous

Discussion
1. Should Frank have overlooked his findings, as the staff pressed him not to report them? Discuss your answer.
2. Assuming you were Frank, would you have deleted the findings from your report? Explain your answer.
Discernment

Get to know two things about a man—how he earns his money and how he spends it—and you have the clue to his character, for you have a searchlight that shows up the innermost recesses of his soul. You know all you need to know about his standards, his motives, his driving desires, and his real religion.

—Robert J. McCracken

Discernment is the ability to make a good decision without personal biases, fears, and undue influences from others. A person who has discernment has the wisdom to decide the best course of action when there are many possible actions to choose from.

Fairness

Do all the good you can, By all the means you can, In all the ways you can, In all the places you can, At all the times you can, To all the people you can, As long as you ever can.

—John Wesley

In ethics, fairness requires each person to be objective, unbiased, dispassionate, impartial, and consistent with the principles of ethics. Fairness is the ability to make judgments free from discrimination, dishonesty, or one’s own bias. It is the ability to be objective without prejudice or bias. We often tolerate mediocrity. We sometimes forget to thank those who just do their jobs, and we often praise the extraordinary, sometimes despite questionable faults. To be fair, it is important to see the good in all and to reward that good.

Questions of fairness in the Affordable Care Act have led to lawsuits in a number of the nation’s top hospitals including the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota and Cedars-Sinai in Los Angeles because they are cut out of most insurance plans sold on the exchange.

9/11 Value Judgment

James had been scheduled to fly Monday evening, September 10, 2001, from Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport to New York LaGuardia Airport, and then rent a car and drive to Greenwich, Connecticut, where he was assigned to inspect a hospital. As luck would have it, there was one flight cancellation after another. After the last flight to LaGuardia was canceled, he went to the ticket counter and scheduled the first flight out Tuesday morning, September 11, 2001, at 6:00 AM.

The following morning James flew into LaGuardia, picked up his car, and drove to Connecticut to work with an assigned team led by Dr. Matthews. Not long after he arrived at the hospital, the first plane hit the World Trade Center. Shortly after the second plane crashed into the World Trade Center, the corporate office called and asked if the hospital wanted to reschedule the survey. The hospital opted to continue the survey.

On Thursday, the last day of the survey, a hospital staff member approached Dr. Matthews and asked if he and his survey team would like to attend a short memorial service in the lobby at noon for the victims and workers of 9/11. Without hesitation, Dr. Matthews replied, “No, we really have to finish our reports.”

—Anonymous

Discussion

1. Did the team leader make an appropriate decision? Discuss your answer.
2. Describe the various virtues and values that come into play in this case.
3. Discuss how you would have addressed the hospital’s request to attend the memorial service.
4. Realizing that hindsight is 20/20, could you defend the decision not to attend the ceremony? Explain your answer.

Health Costs Cut by Limiting Choice

As Americans have begun shopping for health plans on the insurance exchanges, they are discovering that insurers are restricting their choice of doctors and hospitals in order to keep costs low, and that many of the plans exclude top-rated hospitals. . . . The result, some argue, is a two-tiered system of health care: Many of the people who buy health plans on the exchanges have fewer hospitals and doctors to choose from than those with coverage through their employers.

Insurers “looked at the people expected to go on the exchanges and thought: ‘these are people coming out of the ranks of the uninsured. They don’t care about the Mayo Clinic or the Cleveland Clinic. They will go to community providers,’” explained Robert Laszewski, a consultant to the health-care industry.

—Sandhya Somashekhar and Ariana Eunjung Cha, The Washington Post

Although care is generally cheaper at community-based hospitals than academic medical centers, the quality of that care often comes into question, as noted in the preceding Reality Check.
Nothing is more noble, nothing more venerable, than fidelity. Faithfulness and truth are the most sacred excellences and endowments of the human mind.

—Cicero

**Fidelity**

Fidelity is the virtue of faithfulness, being true to our commitments and obligations to others. A component of fidelity, veracity, implies that we will be truthful and honest in all our endeavors. It involves being faithful and loyal to obligations, duties, or observances. The opposite of fidelity is infidelity, meaning unfaithfulness. Caregivers must be faithful to their duties and obligations to provide quality patient care.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey in *Perna v. Pirozzi* determined that a patient's consent form did not apply to the partners in a group practice. The patient had specifically requested Dr. Pirozzi to perform the surgery. However, a different surgeon in the group performed the surgical procedure.

---

**Community Hospital vs. Respected Medical Center**

My closest friend Nick was admitted to a small community hospital for what was described as a minor surgical procedure. During surgery, the surgeon unknowingly nicked the large bowel, which went unidentified for several days. Nick, as a result, developed a methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) infection. Further surgeries were conducted, complicating an already botched surgery. One evening a nurse called his family aside and said, “Although I am jeopardizing my job, I would get Nick out of here if I was you.” The family decided to move Nick to a major teaching medical center several hours away from his hometown. Following an extended stay at the medical center and discharged home under hospice care, I visited Nick at his home. He looked intensely straight at me with deep sadness and said, “They took my life from me.” He told another friend, “My life is over.”

—Anonymous

---

**World’s Richest 1% Own 40% of All Wealth, UN Report Discovers**

The richest 1% of adults in the world own 40% of the planet’s wealth, according to the largest study yet of wealth distribution. The report also finds that those in financial services and the internet sectors predominate among the super-rich.

Europe, the US and some Asia Pacific nations account for most of the extremely wealthy. More than a third live in the US. Japan accounts for 27% of the total, the UK for 6% and France for 5%.


---

**Of the 1%, By the 1%, for the 1%**

Americans have been watching protests against oppressive regimes that concentrate massive wealth in the hands of an elite few. Yet in our own democracy, 1 percent of the people take nearly a quarter of the nation’s income—an inequality even the wealthy will come to regret.


---

**Of the 1%, By the 1%, for the 1%**

The disparity as to who holds the nation’s wealth continues to widen, as noted in the news clippings that follow. With so much wealth in the hands of the few, fairness in the delivery of high-quality health care for all is unlikely. However, the human race must continue to strive to meet the needs of all.
Apparently, this was a common practice in the group and the surgeon who was working in the operating room on the scheduled day of surgery performed the surgery. The patient only learned that a different surgeon had performed the surgery when he was readmitted to the hospital due to post-surgical complications.

Mr. Perna first learned of the identities of the operating surgeons when he was readmitted to the hospital on June 11 because of post-surgical complications. Subsequently, Mr. and Mrs. Perna filed suit for malpractice against all three doctors, alleging four deviations from standard medical procedure concerning the diagnosis, treatment, and surgery performed by the defendants. They further alleged that there was a failure to obtain Mr. Perna's informed consent to the operation performed by Dr. Del Gaizo. That is, plaintiffs claimed that Mr. Perna's consent to the operation was conditioned upon his belief that Dr. Pirozzi would be the surgeon.43

The failure of a surgeon to perform a medical procedure after soliciting a patient's consent, like the failure to operate on the appropriate part of a patient's body, is a deviation from standard medical care. It is malpractice whether the right surgeon operates on the wrong part or the wrong surgeon operates on the right part of the patient. In each instance, the surgeon has breached his duty to care for the patient. Where damages are the proximate result of a deviation from standard medical care, a patient has a cause of action for malpractice.

Although an alternative cause of action could be framed as a breach of the contract between the surgeon and the patient, generally the more appropriate characterization of the cause will be for breach of the duty of care owed by the doctor to the patient. The absence of damages may render any action deficient, but the doctor who, without the consent of the patient, permits another surgeon to operate violates not only a fundamental tenet of the medical profession but also a legal obligation.44

The patient was given a cause of action for battery against the surgeon who actually performed the operation. Thus, the patient could recover for all injuries resulting from the mere performance of the operation, even if the operation had been properly performed. Absent emergency, patients have the right to determine not only whether surgery is performed but also who performs the surgical procedure.

Few decisions bespeak greater trust and confidence than the decision of a patient to proceed with surgery. Implicit in that decision is a willingness of the patient to put his or her life in the hands of a known and trusted medical doctor. Sometimes circumstances will arise in which, because of an emergency, the limited capacity of the patient, or some other valid reason, the doctor cannot obtain the express consent of the patient to a surrogate surgeon. Other times, doctors who practice in a medical group may explain to a patient that any one of them may perform a medical procedure. In that situation, the patient may accept any or all the members of the group as his surgeon. In still other instances, the patient may consent to an operation.45

**Freedom**

*You can only protect your liberties in this world by protecting the other man’s freedom. You can only be free if I am free.*

—Dorothy Thompson

**Freedom** is the quality of being free to make choices for oneself within the boundaries of law (FIGURE 1-2). Freedoms enjoyed by citizens of the United States include the freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want, and freedom from physical aggression. In health care, the freedom to consent to a medical procedure or refuse treatment is an unequivocal right of a competent patient who is capable to choose or assign a surrogate to choose for him.

Freedom of choice is not always recognized as a given. For example, “If you can afford health insurance but choose not to buy it, you may pay a fee called...
the individual shared responsibility payment. (The fee is sometimes called the ‘penalty,’ ‘fine,’ or ‘individual mandate.’)". The “Freedom of Choice in Health Care Act” Section 2 provides:

The people have the right to enter into private contracts with health care providers for health care services and to purchase private health care coverage. The legislature may not require any person to participate in any health care system or plan, nor may it impose a penalty or fine, of any type, for choosing to obtain or decline health care coverage or for participation in any particular health care system or plan.47

And so goes the battle as it rages on, and the right to choose is not necessarily absolute.

Honesty/Trustworthiness/Truth Telling

A lie can travel halfway around the world while the truth is still putting on its shoes.

—Mark Twain (American humorist, writer, and lecturer, 1835–1910)

Honesty and trust involve confidence that a person will act with the right motives. It is the assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or something. To tell the truth, to have integrity, and to be honest are most honorable virtues. Veracity is devotion to and conformity with what is truthful. It involves an obligation to be truthful.

Truth telling involves providing enough information so that a patient can make an informed decision about his or her health care. Intentionally misleading a patient to believe something that the caregiver knows to be untrue may give the patient false hopes. There is always apprehension when one must share bad news; the temptation is to play down the truth for fear of being the bearer of bad news. To lessen the pain and the hurt is only human, but in the end, truth must win over fear.

Speaking the truth in times of universal deceit is a revolutionary act.

—George Orwell

Physicians often find it difficult to disclose medical errors to their patients. Generally, they are often fearful that errors can lead to malpractice suits. Even so, it the responsibility of physicians to disclose medical errors involving their patient’s care. The Journal of the American Medical Association, in its February 26, 2003, issue, addresses the importance of encouraging physicians to disclose medical errors and the need to support them in their struggles to comply with policies requiring the disclosure of errors to their patients.48

By not disclosing a medical error, the doctor conspicuously places his own interests above that of the patient to the detriment of the patient, thereby violating a patient-centered ethic. Moral courage is therefore needed if doctors are to do the right thing when medical errors occur. This moral courage can be facilitated by institutions having policies and guidelines on disclosure of errors in place, training doctors and other hospital staff on how to disclose medical errors and providing emotional support for doctors who make mistakes in their efforts to treat patients and save lives.49

Physicians who fail to discuss medical errors with their patients are more likely to face lawsuits than those who disclose and discuss their errors with patients. “Disclosing medical errors respects patient autonomy and truth-telling, is desired by patients, and has been endorsed by multiple ethicists and professional organizations. In addition, hospital accreditation standards and some state laws now require that patients be informed about ‘unanticipated outcomes’ in their care.”50

Although physicians are reluctant at times to speak up and admit to medical errors, there are those who do as noted in the following news clipping.

Medical Errors Are Hard for Doctors to Admit

In 2007, I published a story in my local paper in which I confessed to having made a medical error years earlier. I’d mistakenly prescribed an antibiotic for a patient whose chart indicated an allergy to the drug.

Thankfully, the story had a happy ending. My patient recovered and took no legal action after I explained to her what had happened. I ended my article vowing to take greater care to prevent errors and urging doctors to take responsibility for their mistakes, even when a patient hasn’t been harmed.

—Manoj Jain, Health and Science, The Washington Post, May 27, 201351
A few weeks before Frank was to travel to Dodge City, Texas, for a work assignment involving the survey of a hospital for accreditation purposes, he received a call from Dr. Layblame.

“Hi, Frank. This is Dr. Layblame. Can you be ready for an early afternoon departure from Dodge City on Friday?”

Frank replied, “Well, you know, we have been instructed not to leave early, and I can book a flight to leave Saturday morning.”

Dr. Layblame emphatically replied, “Well, I was assigned as the team leader on a multiple-hospital tour here in Texas, and the rest of the team and I are planning an early start, as we have to drive to our next assignment. You were an add-on for this particular survey, and it’s my decision to make. The team wants to get to the next location, settle in to our next hotel, and have time to enjoy an evening meal together. So you should be prepared for an early exit by preparing your report Thursday evening before the exit conference on Friday. You can book to fly out late Friday afternoon.”

Frank booked the last flight out of Dodge City, with a 15-minute ride from the hospital to the airport. The flight left at 4:30 PM. On hearing Frank’s schedule, Dr. Layblame observed, “Well, it’s only an hour early. If you write most of your report the night before and during lunch on Friday, we should be able to finish up work by 2:30 PM. The airport is small and close to the hospital. I am the tour leader, so it should not be a problem.”

While Frank was on a flight to Washington, DC, following his work assignment, Ronald, Frank’s supervisor, was dictating a voicemail message to him. When Frank returned home at about 10:30 that evening, he retrieved his voicemail messages. Ronald had left Frank a message at 4:30 PM earlier that day asking Frank, “Call me as soon as you get this message. I will be in my office until about 5:30 PM. If you miss me, you can reach me over the weekend. My cell phone number is 888-888-8888.”

Frank called Ronald that evening and the next morning; however, Ronald never answered, nor did he return his call. Frank called Ronald Monday morning. As luck would have it, Ronald was out of the office for the day. Frank called Ronald again on Tuesday morning and Ronald answered. Frank asked, “Ronald, you called?” He replied, “Yes, I did. How were you able to get to the airport on Friday and catch a 4:30 PM flight without leaving your job early? I had your flight schedule and you left the survey early. You could not possibly have traveled to the airport in time to catch your flight without leaving early.”

Frank replied, “I did not schedule the exit time from the survey. The physician team leader determined the time of the exit. He said that he was conducting a system tour and would like to get the exit briefing started as soon as possible. He asked for everybody to be ready to exit by having draft reports ready the night before.” Ronald replied, “Dr. Layblame told me the team had to exit early because you scheduled an early flight.”

Frank asked, “Just one question, Ronald. Why would you leave a message for me at 4:30 PM to call you by 5:30 PM when you knew I was 36,000 feet high in the sky? And why didn’t you call the team leader at the beginning of the assignment and not after it was completed? Since you know flight schedules, why would you wait until the assignment was completed to raise this issue? Sounds a bit peculiar, don’t you think? Sort of like observing a protocol not being followed in the OR and then chastising the OR team after the surgery is completed for not following protocol. This is a serious business we are in. You need to ask yourself why you would allow an event to occur if you believed it to be wrong.”

—Anonymous

Discussion
1. Discuss the ethical issues involved in this case.
2. Discuss what you would do if you found yourself in Frank’s situation.
3. What should Frank have said if his manager said, “You should have reported Dr. Layblame”?
4. How would you describe Ronald’s management style?

Declining Trust in the Healthcare System
The declining trust in the nation’s ability to deliver high-quality health care is evidenced by a system caught up in the quagmire of managed care companies, which have in some instances inappropriately devised ways to deny healthcare benefits to their constituency. In addition, the continuing reporting of numerous medical errors serves only to escalate distrust in the nation’s political leadership and the providers of health care.

Physicians find themselves vulnerable to lawsuits, often because of misdiagnosis. As a result, patients are passed from specialist to specialist in an effort to leave no stone unturned. Fearful to step outside the boundaries of their own specialties, physicians escalate the problem by ineffectively communicating with the primary care physician responsible for managing the patient’s overall healthcare needs. This can also be problematic if no one physician has taken overall responsibility to coordinate and manage a patient’s care.
**Integrity**

Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power.

—Abraham Lincoln

**Cancer Doctor Allegedly Prescribed $35 Million Worth of Totally Unnecessary Chemotherapy**

A Michigan oncologist has been charged with giving $35 million in needless chemotherapy to patients—some of whom didn’t even have cancer, *The Today Show* reported.

Popular physician Farid Fata, who had more than 1,000 patients, allegedly misdiagnosed people with cancer just so he could bill Medicare.

He’s also accused of giving chemo to “end-of-life” patients who wouldn’t benefit and had to endure the treatment’s nasty side effects during their final days.


**Politics and Distrust**

Lies or the appearance of lies are not what the writers of our Constitution intended for our country—it’s not the America we salute every Fourth of July, it’s not the America we learned about in school, and it is not the America represented in the flag that rises above our land.

—Anonymous

Truthfulness is just one measure of one’s moral character. Unfortunately, politicians do not always set good examples for the people they serve. The following news clipping is an example of how political decisions can lead to distrust in government.

**Wrong-Operation Doctor**

Hospitals find it hard to protect patients from wrong-site surgery

Last year a jury returned a $20 million negligence verdict against Arkansas Children’s Hospital for surgery on the wrong side of the brain of a 15-year-old boy who was left psychotic and severely brain damaged. Testimony showed that the error was not disclosed to his parents for more than a year. The hospital issued a statement saying it deeply regretted the error and had “redoubled our efforts to prevent” a recurrence.

“Healthcare has far too little accountability for results. . . . All the pressures are on the side of production; that’s how you get paid,” said Peter Pronovost, a prominent safety expert and medical director of the Johns Hopkins Center for Innovation in Quality Patient Care, who added that increased pressure to turn over operating rooms quickly has trumped patient safety, increasing the chance of error.


**Discussion**

1. Discuss the issues of integrity in this case.
2. Should criminal charges be a consideration in this case, if accurately reported? Discuss your answer.

**Integrity** involves a steadfast adherence to a strict moral or ethical code and a commitment not to compromise this code.

There are many ways integrity is defined. Most of us have heard integrity defined as what you do when nobody else is around, or what you do and how you do it on a daily basis. Integrity is a concept that includes consistency in actions, expectations, measures, methods, outcomes, principles, and
Having integrity means doing the right thing in a reliable way. It's a personality trait that we admire, since it means a person has a moral compass that doesn't waver. It literally means having “wholeness” of character, just as an integer is a “whole number” with no fractions.

Integrity begins at the top of an organization with the governing body to select a leader who exhibits the virtue of integrity. The success of the right choice is described in a quote by Bessie Anderson Stanley (see the opening quote in the Front Matter).

The career of a successful CEO is described in the following Reality Check.

---

**Man of Integrity**

How we want to be remembered by all throughout our career:

June 1978: Congratulations and good wishes on your appointment as administrator. This is a great responsibility, but you are young and capable and it should be an interesting challenge. Most people of all stations working in the hospital are behind you and you certainly have the backing of the medical staff. This is a very good start. We will work 100% with you so please feel that you have our sincere backing. Once again, congratulations, good luck and good management.

—Bob

July 1978: Following our conversation yesterday, and for whatever it's worth, I'd just like to tell you that I think you're doing a terrific job! I like your administrative style and feel comfortable already. I'm very happy to be working with you. Have a good day!

—Yvonne

September 1998: Good luck in all your endeavors. It was my good fortune to be associated with you. People who are people-oriented should do well in any career path they choose. Happiness and good health.

—Natalie

November 2008: Daniel, before we talk about anything else, I want to first of all thank you for your approach to our staff. I want you to know I was happy to have had the pleasure to work with you. You had a wonderful way to put people at ease and glean information from them. You were able to determine from your questions the quality of care we offer here at Hennepin. When I think of the book, 'If Disney ran your hospital' and the fact that you went over and beyond what the book teaches … I saw that in you. I have a report somewhere here on my desk as to staff feedback and how well you related to them … You should see it. I am off to a meeting right now but I will share it with you.

—Jeanette

The integrity of the numbers of an employee satisfaction survey that were presented to employees during an annual educational conference is highlighted in the Reality Check presented here.

**Employee Satisfaction Survey**

The human resources department manager was reporting on an employee satisfaction survey at a leadership roundtable session with the organization's employees. To maintain employee confidentiality, a third-party consulting firm had conducted the survey. Approximately 49% of employees had responded to the survey, compared with 47% 3 years earlier. The HR manager commented that it was the first satisfaction survey conducted in 3 years and that the results were excellent, with a 4.2% rise in overall employee satisfaction. Management was all smiles as they sat listening to the report. The HR manager had actually briefed the organization's leadership prior to the roundtable session. Following the
The integrity of hospital staff not only involves the care for patients in the hospitals but extends to those outside accrediting agencies and their employees responsible for identifying problems associated with the delivery of quality patient care in the hospital, as noted in the following Reality Check.

**Medical Integrity and Patient Autonomy**

For many medical providers, the relationship between medical ethics and professionalism may be what they consider to be integrity. Medical providers are asked to do what is right while using professional judgment. With professionalism comes an expectation of expertise, in a responsible and reliable manner.54
The integrity of the medical profession is not threatened by allowing competent patients to decide for themselves whether a particular medical treatment is in their best interests. Patient autonomy sets the foundation of one’s right to bodily integrity, including the right to accept or refuse treatment. Those rights are superior to the institutional considerations of hospitals and their medical staffs. A state’s interest in maintaining the ethical integrity of a profession does not outweigh, for example, a patient’s right to refuse blood transfusions.

Kindness

When you carry out acts of kindness, you get a wonderful feeling inside. It is as though something inside your body responds and says, yes, this is how I ought to feel.

—Harold Kushner

Kindness involves the quality of being considerate and sympathetic to another’s needs. Some people are takers, and others are givers. If you go through life giving without the anticipation of receiving, you will be a kinder and happier person.

Kindness is not Always Returned

The widely known saying “actions speak louder than words” is well demonstrated in this Reality Check. Joe was a healthcare consultant. He had collected thousands of documents of helpful information to share with healthcare organizations with which he had worked. His thinking was this: Why should hospitals have to reinvent the wheel? If organizations are willing to share with others, why not disseminate such information for the benefit of other hospitals? His hopes were that larger trade organizations would eventually collect the information and freely share with their constituents. After all, the goal was better care for all wherever they lived. Joe would provide copies of his CD to fellow consultants and encourage them to share the information with others. One day upon arriving at work he noticed that one of the consultants to whom he had given a copy of the CD had four or five newspaper clippings about hospitals spread out on a conference room table. Joe thought they looked interesting and asked, “Could I have a copy of your clippings?” The consultant said, “No, these are proprietary information.”

On another occasion, after sharing his CD with an organization, he asked, “Would you be willing to share your 12 Step Addiction Program with other healthcare organizations?” A representative from the organization said, “We will share it with you but not others.” Joe kindly said, “That’s okay. I can accept only what you are willing to share with others.”

—Anonymous

Discussion

1. Should Joe have asked for his CD back from the consultant and organization? Discuss your answer.
2. Discuss why an organization might not be willing to share program information.

Respect

Respect for ourselves guides our morals; respect for others guides our manners.

—Laurence Sterne

Respect is an attitude of admiration or esteem. Kant was the first major Western philosopher to put respect for persons, including oneself as a person, at the center of moral theory. He believed that persons are ends in themselves with an absolute dignity, which must always be respected. In contemporary thinking, respect has become a core ideal extending moral respect to things other than persons, including all things in nature.

Caregivers who demonstrate respect for one another and their patients will be more effective in helping them cope with the anxiety of their illness. Respect helps to develop trust between the patient and caregiver and improve healing processes. If caregivers respect the family of a patient, cooperation and understanding will be the positive result, encouraging a team effort to improve patient care.

Hopefulness

Hope is the last thing that dies in man; and though it be exceedingly deceitful, yet it is of this good use to us, that while we are traveling through life, it conducts us in an easier and more pleasant way to our journey’s end.

—Francois De La Rochefoucauld

Brooke Greenberg: 20-Year-Old “Toddler’s” Legacy of Hope and Love

The baffling case of Brooke Greenberg, a 20-year-old who never developed beyond the toddler stage, may provide clues to help scientists unlock the secrets of longevity and fight age-related disorders, such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and heart disease. Brooke, who passed away last Thursday, had the body and cognitive function of a 1-year-old. She didn’t grow after the age of five—and basically, she stopped
Cooperation is the process of working with others. In the healthcare setting, caregivers must work together to improve patient outcomes. The healthcare worker today works in an environment where change is the norm. Those unwilling to accept change and work in unity will eventually be working alone. Change is the only constant in today’s workplace and society in general. Technological change is occurring at a pace faster than the human mind can absorb, thus requiring teamwork between individuals with a wide variety of skill sets. Congress, as noted in the preceding news clipping, is an example of how little can be accomplished when its members are dysfunctional and unwilling to cooperate and work together toward common goals.

Hopefulness in the patient care setting involves looking forward to something with the confidence of success. Caregivers have a responsibility to balance truthfulness while promoting hope. The caregiver must be sensitive to each patient’s needs and provide hope. As noted by Brooke’s father in the following news clipping, we can pass on hope and love to others.

Tolerance

There is a criterion by which you can judge whether the thoughts you are thinking and the things you are doing are right for you. The criterion is: Have they brought you inner peace? If they have not, there is something wrong with them—so keep seeking! If what you do has brought you inner peace, stay with what you believe is right.

—Peace Pilgrim

Tolerance can be viewed in two ways: positive or negative. Positive tolerance implies that a person accepts differences in others and that one does not expect others to believe, think, speak, or act as he or she does. Tolerant people are generally free of prejudice and discrimination. Recognizing this fact, Thomas Jefferson incorporated theories of tolerance into the U.S. Constitution. Negative tolerance implies that one will reluctantly put up with another’s beliefs. In other words, he or she merely tolerates the views of others.

Although tolerance can be viewed as a virtue, not all tolerance is virtuous nor is all intolerance necessarily wrong. An exaggerated tolerance may amount to a vice, whereas intolerance may sometimes be a virtue. For example, tolerating everything regardless of its repugnance (e.g., continuously and knowingly failing to follow required hand washing policies prior to surgical procedures).

Cooperation and Teamwork

If we do not hang together, we will all hang separately.

—Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790)

Failure to cooperate has a rippling effect in any setting. The failure of Congress to cooperate and resolve funding issues for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) before taking its summer recess in 2011 left 74,000 people out of work, costing the nation nearly a billion dollars for the month of August. Failure of the few to cooperate and act responsibly not only affected employees placed on a leave of absence but also placed a financial hardship on their families, not to mention the effect it has had on the communities where they live. In addition, passenger safety on airline flights was placed in jeopardy. If hospitals operated in this manner, there would be even more recorded bad outcomes. Teamwork is effective only as long as each member of the team cooperates and fulfills the duties assigned. High-quality patient care is more likely to be better in those organizations where respect and cooperation abound.

Tying together the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, commonly referred to as Obamacare, as a prerequisite to approving the national budget has merely resulted in name-calling by government
officials, which has stirred bitterness between citizens of varying beliefs. Pundits and politicians alike fill the airways with contemptuous remarks that stoke the flames of division. The need to win one’s point of view has selfishly become the norm and more important than the nation itself. Pride and self-appointed power brokers are the hallmarks of those responsible for crisis after crisis. Change comes when the players learn to cooperate for the common good.

Forgiveness

Forgiveness is a virtue of the brave.

—Indira Gandhi

Forgiveness is a virtue and a value. It is the willingness to pardon someone who has wronged you in some way. It is also a form of mercy. Forgiveness is to forgive and let loose the bonds of blame. It is a form of cleansing souls of both those who forgive and those who accept the forgiveness offered.

The following Reality Check is an excerpt of a Facebook discussion between two friends involving courage and forgiveness by two very special people.

Forgiveness is a virtue of the brave.

—Indira Gandhi

Forgiveness is a virtue and a value. It is the willingness to pardon someone who has wronged you in some way. It is also a form of mercy. Forgiveness is to forgive and let loose the bonds of blame. It is a form of cleansing souls of both those who forgive and those who accept the forgiveness offered.

The following Reality Check is an excerpt of a Facebook discussion between two friends involving courage and forgiveness by two very special people.
end to my own pain. My three remaining children were my only reason for getting out of bed and functioning. One day I will tell them how they saved my life. My husband Tony and I decided that we had to let the anger move us forward. We would do something good that would help prevent this from ever happening to a child again.)

7:43 AM
Diane: I’ve experience firsthand human error in the hospital. I was told by my Dr. it could have been critical and I would have died.

7:45 AM
Diane: The nurses don’t like him, and he told me to write a letter to file a complaint, but the thing is, the nursing staff was so good to me before and after that incident. Evidently when it was happening he yelled at the staff without me knowing. I had no clue what had happened till days later the nurse involved apologized to me profusely.

7:46 AM
Diane: But I was so ill I didn’t give it much thought you ever heard of TPN [total parenteral nutrition]? It’s a sugar mixture via IV because I couldn’t eat. Supposedly it was supposed to be infused in me I think over a 12 hr period?

7:47 AM
Diane: But the nurse put it for 4 hrs. I could have gone into diabetic shock. I do remember trying to wake up but I couldn’t open my eyes and I heard a lot of movement in my room with the nurses. I yelled out. I can’t open my eyes and I’m drenched in sweat. I had no idea what was happening. I was then put on insulin.

7:50 AM
Scotty: I must say you are an amazing young lady.

—Anonymous Patient

Discussion

1. This young lady forgave the nurse and suggested that when the nurse was setting the timing for the TPN, she may have distracted the nurse, and she blamed herself for the wrong setting. Discuss how courage and forgiveness were displayed in this case.

2. Discuss the similarities in values that Josie’s mother and the young lady on the Internet have in common.

3. Discuss your thoughts as to how human errors can be prevented, including what roles patients, families, caregivers, hospitals, and regulatory agencies should play in preventing similar errors.

RELIGIOUS ETHICS

Religious ethics serve a moral purpose by providing codes of conduct for appropriate behavior through revelations from a divine source (FIGURE 1-3). These codes of conduct are enforced through fear of pain and suffering in the next life and/or reward in the next life for adhering to religious codes and beliefs. The prospect of divine justice helps us to tolerate the injustices in this life, where goodness is no guarantee of peace, happiness, wellness, or prosperity.

Many Think God’s Intervention Can Revive the Dying

When it comes to saving lives, God trumps doctors for many Americans. An eye-opening survey reveals widespread belief that divine intervention can revive dying patients. And, researchers said, doctors “need to be prepared to deal with families who are waiting for a miracle.”

—Lindsey Tanner, USA Today, August 18, 2008

Religion should be a component of the education, policy development, and consultative functions of ethics committees. There is a need to know, for example, how to respond to Jehovah’s Witnesses who refuse blood transfusions. Some hospitals provide staff with materials that describe various religious beliefs and
how those beliefs might affect the patient’s course of care while in the hospital.

Religion is often used as a reason to justify what otherwise could be considered unjustifiable behavior. Political leaders often use religion to legitimize and consolidate their power. Leaders in democratic societies speak of the necessity to respect the right to “freedom of religion.”

Political leaders often use religion to further their political aspirations. They have often used religion to justify their actions. Religious persecution has plagued humanity from the beginning of time.

The ISIS extremists “have not the support of the people because they treated them badly. They were cutting off people’s heads all of the time to scare them in the name of religion,” said Col. Qassim Saadeddine, spokesman for the Revolutionary Front.


Syrian Rebels Combat al-Qaeda Force

The world today, with the aid of the news media, is able to see firsthand the results of what can happen to innocent people in the name of religion. The atrocities of evil people strapping bombs to the mentally deficient with the purpose of blowing them up in public places, killing and maiming men, women, and children, are but a few of the numerous atrocities of what has occurred throughout the ages.

Spirituality implies that there is purpose and meaning to life; spirituality generally refers to faith in a higher being. For a patient, injury and sickness are frightening experiences. This fear is often heightened when the patient is admitted to a hospital or nursing facility. Healthcare organizations can help reduce patient fears by making available to them appropriate emotional and spiritual support and coping resources. It is a well-proven fact that patients who are able to draw on their spirituality and religious beliefs tend to have a more comfortable and often improved healing experience. To assist both patients and caregivers in addressing spiritual needs, patients should be provided with information as to how their spiritual needs can be addressed.

Surgeon Uses Ministry in Medical Practice

At 83, Carl Smith found himself facing quadruple bypass surgery and the real possibility that he may not survive.

Within hours on this spring morning, Dr. Daniel Pool would temporarily bring Smith’s heart to a stop in an attempt to circumvent its blocked passages.

And to help his patient confront the uncertainty, Pool did something unusual in his profession: He prayed with him.

The power of healing: Medicine and religion have had their day, and they haven’t always been able to coexist. But as today’s medical treatment becomes more holistic, doctors are increasingly taking spirituality into account.

—Marc Ramirez, Altoona Mirror, August 9, 2013

Discussion

1. Discuss the pressure, if any, placed on the patient in responding to the suggestion of prayer prior to surgery.
2. Describe how you, as the surgeon, would address a patient’s religious or spiritual needs if the risks of a complex surgical procedure appear to be threatening.

Difficult questions regarding a patient’s spiritual needs and how to meet those needs are best addressed on admission by first collecting information about the patient’s religious or spiritual preferences. Caregivers often find it difficult to discuss spiritual issues for fear of offending a patient who may have beliefs different from their own. If caregivers know from admission records a patient’s religious beliefs, the caregiver can share with the patient those religious and spiritual resources available in the hospital and community. Staff education is often provided to hospital staff and spiritual resources are generally available in patient handbooks that are provided to patients at the time of admission to the hospital.

A variety of religions are described next for the purpose of understanding some of the basic tenets of these religions. They are presented here to note the

FIGURE 1-3 Religious Influence on Ethics.
Spiritual Health

Spiritual Health & Education
Healing takes place in all dimensions—physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual.

The Spiritual Health and Education Department at Northside provides spiritual care that is sensitive to each person's need to find personal truth and meaning in his or her own experience. Our chaplains are partners in healing with patients, families and staff; responding to spiritual distress, providing access to religious resources, facilitating communication with faith representatives or clergypersons outside of the hospital and responding and providing religious rituals.

They are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at each of Northside's three hospital campuses.

Patient Care
As members of your healthcare team, Northside Hospital's chaplains visit patients and their families to offer support as they make meaning of their healthcare journeys at Northside.

They respect diverse faith traditions and cultural backgrounds, seeking to support patients in drawing on the resources that are most meaningful to them during their hospitalization.

Our chaplains are glad to assist patients in contacting and utilizing the services of their own spiritual care provider (e.g., pastor, rabbi, priest, imam, or designated lay visitors).

Sacred Space for Prayer and Reflection
Each Northside Hospital campus has an easily accessible chapel, open at all times to persons of all faiths for prayer, meditation and reflection, as well as for religious services coordinated by chaplaincy staff.

Multi-faith Services
At Northside, we respect the right of individuals to hold and express their own spiritual beliefs. Our chaplains provide spiritual health support to patients across the spectrum of beliefs and maintain relationships with skilled volunteers and local clergy to offer referral support by patient request.

Additionally, we facilitate weekly multi-faith chapel services at Northside Hospital's Atlanta campus and oversee sacred inclusive chapel spaces at Northside Hospital's Forsyth and Cherokee Campuses.

For those in need, we offer spiritual health support services to patients or their loved ones nearing or at the end-of-life. Community memorial services and times of remembrance are also conducted by our chaplains.

Numerous resources for caregivers and patients are available on the web.

HealthCare Chaplaincy Network™ (HCCN), founded in 1961, is a global healthcare nonprofit organization that offers spiritual care-related information and resources, and professional chaplaincy services in hospitals, other healthcare settings, and online. Its mission is to advance the integration of spiritual care in health care through clinical practice, research, and education in order to improve patient experience and satisfaction and to help people faced with illness and grief find comfort and meaning—whichever they are, whatever they believe, wherever they are.

Judaism

Jewish Law refers to the unchangeable 613 mitzvot (commandments) that God gave to the Jews. Halakah (Jewish Law) comes from three sources: (1) the Torah (the first five books of the Bible); (2) laws instituted by the rabbis; and (3) longstanding customs. The Jewish People is another name for the Children of Israel, referring to the Jews as a nation in the classical sense, meaning a group of people with a shared history and a sense of a group identity rather than a specific place or political persuasion.

Judaism is a monotheistic religion based on principles and ethics embodied in the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament). The notion of right and wrong is not so much an object of philosophical inquiry as an acceptance of divine revelation. Moses, for example, received a list of 10 laws directly from God. These laws were known as the 10 Commandments. Some of the 10 Commandments are related to the basic principles of justice that have been adhered to by society since they were first proclaimed and published. For some societies, the 10 Commandments were a turning point, where essential commands such as “thou
shalt not kill” or “thou shalt not commit adultery” were accepted as law. The 10 Commandments (King James Version of the Bible) are as follows:

1. Thou shalt have no other gods before me.
2. Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth.
3. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them. Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain.
4. Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.
5. Honor thy father and thy mother: that thy days may be long upon the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee.
6. Thou shalt not kill.
7. Thou shalt not commit adultery.
8. Thou shalt not steal.
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.
10. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s house, thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s wife, nor his manservant, nor his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor anything that is thy neighbor’s.

When caring for the dying, family members will normally want to be present and prayers spoken. If a rabbi is requested, the patient’s own rabbi should be contacted first.

**Hinduism**

Hinduism is a polytheistic religion with many gods and goddesses. Hindus believe that God is everything and is infinite. The earliest known Hindu scriptures were recorded around 1200 BC. Hindus believe in reincarnation and that one’s present condition is a reflection of one’s virtuous behavior or lack thereof in a previous lifetime.

When caring for the dying, relatives may wish to perform rituals at this time. In death, jewelry, sacred threads, or other religious objects should not be removed from the body. Washing the body is part of the funeral rites and should be carried out by the relatives.

**Buddhism**

Buddhism is a religion and philosophy encompassing a variety of traditions, beliefs, and practices, based largely on teachings attributed to Prince Siddhartha Gautama (563–483 BC), son of King Suddhodana and Queen Mayadevi, who lived in the present-day border area between India and Nepal. He had gone on a spiritual quest and eventually became enlightened at the age of 35, and from then on, he took the name Buddha. Simply defined, Buddhism is a religion to some and a philosophy to others that encourages one “to do good, avoid evil, and purify the mind.”

When caring for the dying, Buddhists like to be informed about their health status in order to prepare themselves spiritually. A side room with privacy is preferred.

**Falun Gong**

Falun Gong, also referred to as Falun Dafa, is a traditional Chinese spiritual discipline belonging to the Buddhist school of thought. It consists of moral teachings, a meditation, and four exercises that resemble tai chi and are known in Chinese culture as qigong. Falun Gong does not involve physical places of worship, formal hierarchies, rituals, or membership and is taught without charge. The three principles practiced by the followers are truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance/tolerance toward others. The followers of Falun Gong claim a following in 100 countries.

**Zen**

Zen evolved from Buddhism in Tibet. It emphasizes dharma practice (from the master to the disciple) and experiential wisdom based on learning through the reflection on doing, going beyond scriptural readings. In Zen Buddhism, learning comes through a form of seated meditation known as zazen, where practitioners perform meditation to calm the body and the mind and experience insight into the nature of existence and thereby gain enlightenment.

**Taoism**

Taoists believe that ultimate reality is unknowable and unperceivable. The founder of Taoism is believed to be Lao Tzu (6 BC). Taoist doctrine includes the belief that the proper way of living involves being in tune with nature. Everything is ultimately interblended and interacts. Taoist ethics include compassion, frugality, and humility. They emphasize the importance of meditation in daily life, which can be a challenge in the hospital setting.

**Christianity**

Christianity is based on the Bible’s New Testament teachings. Christians accept both the Old and New Testament as being the word of God. The New Testament describes Jesus as being God, taking the form of man. He was born of the Virgin Mary, sacrificed
his life by suffering crucifixion, and after being raised from the dead on the third day, he ascended into Heaven from which he will return to raise the dead, at which time the spiritual body will be united with the physical body. His death, burial, and resurrection provide a way of salvation through belief in Him for the forgiveness of sin. God is believed to be manifest in three persons: the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

The primary and final authority for Christian ethics is found in the life, teachings, ministry, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. He clarified the ethical demands of a God-centered life by applying the obedient love that was required of Peter. The 10 Commandments are accepted and practiced by both Christians and Jews.

Christians, when determining what is the right thing to do, often refer to the Golden Rule, which teaches us to “do unto others as you would have them do unto you,” a common principle in many moral codes and religions. There have been and continue to be numerous interpretations of the meaning of the scriptures and their different passages by Christians over the centuries. This has resulted in a plethora of churches with varying beliefs. As noted later, such beliefs can affect a patient’s wishes for health care. However, the heart of Christian beliefs is found in the book of John:

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

—John 3:16 (King James Version)

The Apostle Paul proclaimed that salvation cannot be gained through good works but through faith in Jesus Christ as savior. He recognized the importance of faith in Christ over good works in the pursuit of salvation.

That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.

—Romans 10:9 (King James Version)

The Apostle Paul, however, did not dismiss the importance of good works. Works are the fruit of one’s faith. In other words, good works follow faith.

Anointing of the Sick

When caring for the dying, services of the in-house chaplain and/or one’s religious minister should be offered to the patient. A Catholic priest should be offered when Last Rites need to be administered to those of the Catholic faith.

Islam

The Islamic religion believes there is one God: Allah. Muhammad (AD 570–632) is considered to be a prophet/messenger of God. He is believed to have received revelations from God. These revelations were recorded in the Qur’an, the Muslim Holy Book. Muslims accept Moses and Jesus as prophets of God. The Qur’an is believed to supersede the Torah and the Bible. Muslims believe that there is no need for God’s grace and that their own actions can merit God’s mercy and goodness. Humans are believed to have a moral responsibility to submit to God’s will and to follow Islam as demonstrated in the Qur’an. The five pillars of the practice of Islam are believing the creed, performing five prayers daily, giving alms, fasting during Ramadan, and making a pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in a lifetime.

When caring for the dying, patients may want to be with relatives and die facing Mecca (in the United States, that means the patient should be oriented toward the southeast). In death, many Muslims follow strict rules in respect for the body after death.

Religious Beliefs and Duty Conflict

Religious beliefs and codes of conduct sometimes conflict with the ethical duty of caregivers to save lives. For example, Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that it is a sin to accept a blood transfusion because the Bible states that we must “abstain from blood” (Acts 15:29). A principal tenet of the Jehovah’s Witness faith is the belief that receiving blood or blood products into one’s body precludes resurrection and everlasting life after death. Current Jehovah’s Witness doctrine, in part, states that blood must not be transfused. In order to respect this belief, bloodless surgery is available in a number of hospitals to patients who find it against their religious beliefs to receive a blood transfusion.

Every attempt should be made to resolve blood transfusion issues prior to any elective surgery. The transfusion of blood to an emergent unconscious patient may be necessary to save the patient’s life. Because some Jehovah’s Witnesses would accept blood in such situations, most courts would most likely find such a transfusion acceptable. When transfusion of a minor becomes necessary and parental consent is refused, it may be necessary to seek a court order to allow for such transfusions. Because time is of the essence in many cases, it is important for hospitals to work out such issues in advance with legislative bodies and the judicial system in order to provide legal protection for caregivers who find it necessary to transfuse blood in order to save a life. In those instances where the patient has a right to refuse a blood transfusion, the hospital should seek a formal signed release from the patient.
Atheism is the rejection of belief in any god, generally because atheists believe there is no scientific evidence that can prove God exists. They argue that there is no objective moral standard for right and wrong and that ethics and morality are the products of culture and politics, subject to individual convictions.

Those of various religious faiths, however, believe there is overwhelming evidence that there is reason to believe that God does exist and that the evidence through historical documents, archaeological finds, and the vastness of space and time clearly supports and confirms the existence of God. Christians often refer to the Old Testament and cite the book of Isaiah:

> It is He that sitteth upon the circle of the earth . . .
> —Isaiah 40:22 (King James Version)

Christians argue when citing this verse that Isaiah could not possibly know that the earth is the shape of a circle. He presents no magical formula or scientific argument in his writings as to why the earth is round. Furthermore, Isaiah does not belabor the fact that the earth is round. The argument continues in the book of Job:

> He stretcheth out the north over the empty place, and hangeth the earth upon nothing.
> —Job 26:7 (King James Version)

The obvious question then arises, how did Job know, 3,000 years before it became a scientific, verifiable fact, the earth hangs upon nothing?

Situational ethics is concerned with the outcome or consequences of an action in which the ends can justify the means. It refers to those times when a person’s beliefs and values can change as circumstances

### Code of Hammurabi

5. If a judge try a case, reach a decision, and present his judgment in writing; if later error shall appear in his decision, and it be through his own fault, then he shall pay twelve times the fine set by him in the case, and he shall be publicly removed from the judge’s bench, and never again shall he sit there to render judgment.

194. If a man give his child to a nurse and the child die in her hands, but the nurse unbeknown to the father and mother nurse another child, then they shall convict her of having nursed another child without the knowledge of the father and mother and her breasts shall be cut off.

215. If a physician make a large incision with an operating knife and cure it, or if he open a tumor (over the eye) with an operating knife, and saves the eye, he shall receive ten shekels in money.

217. If he be the slave of some one, his owner shall give the physician two shekels.

218. If a physician make a large incision with the operating knife, and kill him, or open a tumor with the operating knife, and cut out the eye, his hands shall be cut off.

219. If a physician make a large incision in the slave of a freed man, and kill him, he shall replace the slave with another slave.

221. If a physician heal the broken bone or diseased soft part of a man, the patient shall pay the physician five shekels in money.
change. Why do good people behave differently in similar situations? Why do good people sometimes do bad things? The answer is fairly simple: One’s moral character can sometimes change as circumstances change; thus the term situational ethics. A person, therefore, may contradict what he believes is the right thing to do and do what he morally considers wrong. For example, a decision not to use extraordinary means to sustain the life of an unknown 84-year-old may result in a different decision if the 84-year-old is one’s mother.

The news clipping that follows illustrates how far society can regress when there are no common rules, values, or boundaries to guide us.

---

**Viet Cong Execution**

“And out of nowhere came this guy who we didn’t know.” Gen. Nguyen Ngoc Loan, chief of South Vietnam’s national police, walked up and shot the prisoner in the head. His reason: The prisoner, a Viet Cong lieutenant, had just murdered a South Vietnamese colonel, his wife, and their six children.

The peace movement adopted the photo as a symbol of the war’s brutality. But Adams, who stayed in touch with Loan, said the photo wrongly stereotyped the man. “If you’re this general and you caught this guy after he killed some of your people . . . how do you know you wouldn’t have pulled that trigger yourself? You have to put yourself in that situation . . . . It’s a war.”


---

Consider the account of the plane crash on October 13, 1972, high in the Andes Mountains. The survivors of the crash, until the day they were rescued, were faced with difficult decisions in order to survive. Of the original 40 passengers and 5 crewmembers, 16 emerged alive 72 days later to tell the story of the difficult ethical dilemmas and survival decisions they had to make.

Those who wished to survive had to eat the flesh of those who did not. They realized that to survive, they would have to deviate from their beliefs that teach it is morally wrong to eat the flesh of another human being. Given a different fact pattern, where there would have been an abundance of food at the site of the plane crash, the survivors would have found it reprehensible to eat human flesh. This is a gruesome story indeed, but it illustrates how there are no effective hard and fast rules or guidelines to govern ethical behavior when faced with life-or-death decisions. The reader here should consider how one’s beliefs, decisions, and/or actions can change as circumstances change. Such is the case in the patient care setting where individual differences emerge based on needs, beliefs, and values.

### REASONING AND THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

Reason guides our attempt to understand the world about us. Both reason and compassion guide our efforts to apply that knowledge ethically, to understand other people, and have ethical relationships with other people.

—Molleen Matsumura

Reasoning is the process of forming conclusions, judgments, or inferences based on one’s interpretation of facts or premises that help support a conclusion.
Reasoning includes the capacity for logical inference and the ability to conduct inquiry, solve problems, evaluate, criticize, and deliberate about how we should act and to reach an understanding of other people, the world, and ourselves.\textsuperscript{61} Partial reasoning involves bias for or against a person based on one’s relationship with that person. Circular reasoning describes a person who has already made up his/her mind on a particular issue and sees no need for deliberation (i.e., “Don’t confuse me with the facts”). For example, consider the following statement by Mr. X: “John Smith has lived a good life. It’s time to pull the plug. He is over 65 and, therefore, should not have any rights to a recently available kidney for transplant. Regardless of Mr. Smith’s need for a kidney transplant, all donated organs should be given to those under 65.” Here, Mr. X outright rejects any consideration to donating an organ to Mr. Smith regardless of any argument presented by Ms. Y as to why Smith should be considered for a kidney transplant. This conversation is circular reasoning because Mr. X has closed his mind to any argument by Ms. Y. His only discussion will be his attempt to refute any arguments presented by Ms. Y. The rightness or wrongness of this statement is a moral issue and should be open for discussion, fact-finding, evaluation, reasoning, and consensus decision making and not be closed to discussion by one party’s total rejection of an opposing argument.

Ethical dilemmas often arise when ethical theories, principles, and values conflict. Healthcare dilemmas occur when there are alternative choices, limited resources, and differing values among patients, family members, and caregivers. Ethical dilemma arises when, for example, the principles of autonomy and beneficence conflict with one another. Coming to an agreement may mean sacrificing one’s personal wishes and following the road where there is consensus. Consensus building during the decision-making process will occur when the parties involved can sit and reason together. The process of identifying the various alternatives to an ethical dilemma, determining the pros and cons of each choice, and making informed decisions requires a clear, unbiased willingness to listen, learn, and, in the end, make an informed decision. The application of the theories, principles, and values discussed in this chapter will assist caregivers and patients in making better decisions when facing ethical dilemmas in the healthcare setting.

The resolution of patient care dilemmas without personal biases will result in better decisions. For example, Martha, at 95 years of age, has a “living will that provides that all measures are to be taken to prolong her life in the event she lapses into a coma and is unable to make her own decisions.” Martha later changes her will to read: “extraordinary means to maintain her life such as assisted breathing devices are not to be used.” One member of the family, aware of the written changes to Martha’s living will, decides not to share the latest changes with family members or caregivers. As a result, a wrong decision is reached for Martha in honoring her end-of-life wishes. Knowledge and information of Martha’s wishes must be shared so that the analysis of the dilemma leads to a decision made based on Martha’s end-of-life wishes. Such is the case in all scenarios where care dilemmas and conflicting issues of right and wrong, good and bad arise and difficult decisions must be made.

\textbf{\textsection ABSENCE OF A MORAL COMPASS}

The world is a dangerous place. Not because of the people who are evil; but because of the people who don’t do anything about it.

—Albert Einstein

The nation’s healthcare system is off course as noted by the absence of a moral compass. Trust in the healthcare system continues to decline when those who are entrusted with providing health care prescribe unnecessary procedures (e.g., cardiac catheterizations, hysterectomies, tonsillectomies), molest our children, secretly record photographic pictures of patients while they are receiving physical examinations, engage in fraudulent billing scams costing the nation billions of dollars annually, tamper with chemotherapy agents by diluting them (unknown to patients who trust they are being treated by caregivers with integrity), perform unwarranted high-risk lifesaving treatment delays for our veterans.
and falsification of records, and the list of unethical behavior continues to grow, seemingly unabated. The government and those in leadership roles have failed to reset the nation's moral compass. The present path to better health care for all continues on an unacceptable course of corruption and is increasingly becoming a disturbing public concern.

Political corruption, antisocial behavior, declining civility, and rampant unethical conduct have heightened discussions over the nation's moral decline and decaying value systems in the delivery of health care. The numerous instances of questionable political decisions and numbers-cooking executives with exorbitant salaries, including healthcare executives working for both profit and nonprofit organizations, have all contributed to the nation's moral decline.

The continuing trend of consumer awareness of declining value systems mandates that the readers of this book understand ethics and the law and how they intertwine. Applying the generally accepted ethical principles (e.g., do good and not harm) and the moral values (e.g., respect, trust, integrity, compassion) described in this chapter will help set a better course for those who are guided by a moral compass.

It is the responsibility of every person to participate in resetting the moral compass, in our nation and in the world at large.

Creating a Culture of Ethics

There is no lack of articles and books that describe the importance of and how to create a culture of ethics in healthcare organizations. Creating a culture of ethics begins with the governing body. The CEO must take a leadership role in creating and maintaining a culture of ethics. "Employees listen to their leadership's messages and observe their behavior; therefore, it is incumbent on any healthcare board to define, both in word and deed, ethical conduct and to determine the degree to which ethics are a part of the organization's culture."62

One of the premiere descriptions outlining the importance of the CEO's obligation to take a leadership role in creating a culture of ethics is presented here with permission by the American College of Healthcare Executives.

Creating an Ethical Culture Within the Healthcare Organization

Statement of the Issue

The number and significance of challenges facing healthcare organizations are unprecedented. Growing financial pressures, rising public and payor expectations, consolidations and mergers, patient safety and quality improvement issues and healthcare reform have placed healthcare organizations under great stress—thus potentially intensifying ethics concerns and conflicts.

Healthcare organizations must be led and managed with integrity and consistent adherence to organizational values, professional and ethical standards. The executive, in partnership with the board, must act with other responsible parties such as ethics committees, to serve as a role model, fostering and supporting a culture that not only provides high-quality, value-driven healthcare but promotes the ethical behavior and practices of individuals throughout the organization.

Recognizing the significance of ethics to the organization's mission and fulfillment of its responsibilities, healthcare executives must demonstrate the importance of ethics in their own actions and seek various ways to integrate ethical practices and reflection into the organization's culture. To create an ethical culture, healthcare executives should: 1) support the development and implementation of ethical standards of behavior including ethical clinical, management, research and quality-improvement practices; 2) ensure effective and comprehensive ethics resources, including an ethics committee, exist and are available to develop, propagate and clarify such standards of behavior when there is ethical uncertainty; and 3) support and implement a systematic and organization-wide approach to ethics training and corporate compliance.

The ability of an organization to achieve its full potential as an ethically aligned organization will remain dependent upon the motivation, knowledge, skills and practices of each individual within the organization. Thus, the executive has an obligation to accomplish the organization's mission in a manner that respects the values of individuals and maximizes their contributions.

(continues)
Creating an Ethical Culture Within the Healthcare Organization (continued)

**Policy Position**
The American College of Healthcare Executives believes all healthcare executives have a professional obligation to create an ethical culture. To this end, healthcare executives should lead these efforts by:

- Demonstrating and modeling the importance of and commitment to ethics through decisions, practices and behaviors;
- Promulgating an organizational code of ethics that includes ethical standards of behavior and guidelines;
- Reviewing the principles and ideals expressed in vision, mission and value statements, personnel policies, annual reports, orientation materials and other documents to ensure congruence;
- Supporting policies and behaviors that reflect those ethics is essential to achieving the organization’s mission;
- Using regular communications to help foster an understanding of the organization’s commitment to ethics;
- Communicating expectations that behaviors and actions are based on the organization’s code of ethics, values and ethical standards of practice. Such expectations also should be included in orientations and position descriptions where relevant;
- Ensuring individuals throughout the organization are respected and expected to behave in an ethical manner;
- Fostering an environment where the free expression of ethical concerns is encouraged and supported without retribution;
- Ensuring effective ethics resources—such as an ethics committee—are available for discussing, researching, and addressing clinical, organizational and ethical concerns;
- Establishing a mechanism that safeguards individuals who wish to raise ethical concerns;
- Seeking to ensure that individuals are free from all harassment, coercion and discrimination;
- Providing an effective and timely process to facilitate dispute resolution;
- Using each individual’s knowledge, skills and abilities appropriately; and
- Ensuring a safe work environment exists.

These responsibilities can best be implemented in an environment in which each individual within the organization is encouraged and supported in adhering to the highest standards of ethics. This should be done with attention to the organization’s values, code of ethics and appropriate professional codes, particularly those that stress the moral character and behavior of the executive and the organization itself.

To ensure the creation of an ethically grounded culture, leaders should regularly assess their organization’s culture using such approaches as employee surveys (internal town hall forums), informal job shadowing and focus groups. Executives in collaboration with clinical and administrative leaders need to recognize any barriers to maintaining an ethical culture. It is the responsibility of healthcare executives, leaders and all staff to take immediate and definite action when addressing ethical barriers. The ethical foundation of the organization depends on whether or not the leadership, and all associated individuals, are fulfilling its mission and values.

Approved by the Board of Governors of the American College of Healthcare Executives on November 9, 2015.

**SUMMARY THOUGHTS**

> Be careful of your thoughts, for your thoughts inspire your words. Be careful of your words, for your words precede your actions. Be careful of your actions, for your actions become your habits. Be careful of your habits, for your habits build your character. Be careful of your character, for your character decides your destiny.

—Chinese Proverb

Although you cannot control the amount of time you have in this lifetime, you can control your behavior by adopting the virtues and values that will define who you are and what you will become and how you will be remembered or forgotten.

Become who you want to be and behave how you want to be remembered. The formula is easy and well described previously in what has been claimed to be a Chinese proverb. Read it. Reread it. Write it. Memorize it. Display it in your home, at work, and in your car, and most of all, practice it, always remembering that it all begins with thoughts.

Control your thoughts, and do not let them control you. As to words, they are the tools of thought. They can be sharper than any double-edged sword and hurt, or they can do good and heal.
It is never too late to change your thoughts, as long as you have air to breathe. Your legacy may be short, but it can be powerful. Remember the Gettysburg address. In the final analysis:

—Author Unknown

▸ CHAPTER REVIEW

1. **Ethics** is the branch of philosophy that seeks to understand the nature, purposes, justification, and founding principles of moral rules and the systems they compose.
   - **Microethics** involves an individual’s view of what is right and wrong based on his or her life experiences.
   - **Macroethics** involves a more generalized view of right and wrong.

2. **Bioethics** addresses such difficult issues as the nature of life, the nature of death, what sort of life is worth living, what constitutes murder, how we should treat people who are especially vulnerable, and the responsibilities we have to other human beings.

3. We study ethics to aid us in making sound judgments, good decisions, and right choices.

4. Ethics signifies a general pattern or way of life, such as religious ethics; a set of rules of conduct or “moral code,” which involves professional ethics; or philosophical ethics, which involves inquiry about ways of life and rules of conduct.

5. **Morality** is a code of conduct. It is a guide to behavior that all rational persons would put forward for governing the behavior of all moral agents.

6. There is no “universal morality.” Whatever guide to behavior that an individual regards as overriding and wants to be universally adopted is considered that individual’s morality.

7. **Moral judgments** are those judgments concerned with what an individual or group believes to be the right or proper behavior in a given situation.

8. Morality is often legislated when differences cannot be resolved because of conflicting moral codes with varying opinions as to what is right and what is wrong (e.g., abortion). Laws are created to set boundaries for societal behavior, and they are enforced to ensure that the expected behavior is followed.

9. **Ethical theories** and principles introduce order into the way people think about life. **Metaethics** seeks to understand ethical terms and theories and their application. The following are ethical theories:
   - **Normative ethics** is the attempt to determine what moral standards should be followed so that human behavior and conduct may be morally right.
   - **Descriptive ethics**, also known as comparative ethics, deals with what people believe to be right and wrong.
   - **Applied ethics** is the application of normative theories to practical moral problems. It is the attempt to explain and justify specific moral problems such as abortion, euthanasia, and assisted suicide.
   - The **consequential theory** emphasizes that the morally right action is whatever action leads to the maximum balance of good over evil. The consequential theory is based on the view that the value of an action derives solely from the value of its consequences.
   - **Utilitarian ethics** involves the concept that the moral worth of an action is determined solely by its contribution to overall utility, that is, its contribution to happiness or pleasure as summed among all persons.
   - **Deontological ethics** focuses on one’s duties to others. It includes telling the truth and keeping your promises. Deontology is an ethical analysis according to a moral code or rules.
   - The **nonconsequential ethical theory** denies that the consequences of an action or rule are the only criteria for determining the morality of an action or rule.
   - **Ethical relativism** is the theory that holds that morality is relative to the norms of one’s culture.

10. Common principles of ethics include:
    - **Autonomy** involves recognizing the right of a person to make his or her own decisions.
15. Reasoning includes the capacity for logical inference and the ability to conduct inquiry, solve problems, evaluate, criticize, and deliberate about how we should act and to reach an understanding of other people, the world, and ourselves.

16. The acceptance, understanding, and application of the ethical and moral concepts learned in this chapter will provide a moral compass to guide the reader through life’s journey.

**TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING**

**Terminology**

applied ethics  
autonomy  
beneficence  
bioethics  
code of ethics  
commitment  
compassion  
conscientiousness  
consequential theory  
cooperation  
courage  
deoethical ethics  
descriptive ethics  
discernment  
edemployment-related paternalism  
ethical principles  
ethical relativism  
ethics  
fairness  
fidelity  
freedom  
honesty  
hopefulness  
instrumental value  
intrinsic value  
integrity  
justice  
kindness  
macroethics  
medical paternalism  
metaethics  
microethics  
moral dilemmas  
moral judgments  
moral values  
morality

**Beneficence**

Beneficence describes the principle of doing good, demonstrating kindness, showing compassion, and helping others.

- **Paternalism** is a form of beneficence. It may involve withholding information from a person because of the belief that doing so is in the best interest of that person.
- **Medical paternalism** involves making choices for (or forcing choices on) patients who are capable of choosing for themselves. It directly violates patient autonomy.

**Nonmaleficence** is an ethical principle that requires caregivers to avoid causing harm to patients.

**Justice** is the obligation to be fair in the distribution of benefits and risks.

- **Distributive justice** is a principle that requires treatment of all persons equally and fairly.

**Virtue ethics and values**

- **Virtue** is normally defined as some sort of moral excellence or beneficial quality. In traditional ethics, virtues are characteristics that differentiate good people from bad people.
- **Virtue ethics** focuses on the inherent character of a person rather than on the specific actions he or she performs.
- **Value** is something that has worth. Values are used for judging the goodness or badness of some action.
  - **Ethical values** imply standards of worth.
  - **Intrinsic value** is something that has value in and of itself.
  - **Instrumental value** is something that helps to give value to something else (e.g., money is valuable for what it can buy).
  - Values may change as needs change.

**Religious ethics** serves a moral purpose by providing codes of conduct for appropriate behavior through revelations from a divine source.

**Secular ethics** is based on codes developed by societies that have relied on customs to formulate their codes.

**Situational ethics** describes how a particular situation may influence how one's reaction and values may change in order to cope with changing circumstances.
Review Questions

1. What is ethics?
2. Why should one study ethics?
3. What is morality?
4. Describe the ethical theories presented in this chapter.
5. What is ethical relativism? What is the relevance of this concept to individuals of various cultures living in the same society?
6. Describe the various ethical principles reviewed and how they might be helpful in resolving healthcare ethical dilemmas.
7. Describe virtue ethics and values. How do virtues and values differ?
8. Discuss why “courage” could be considered as the greatest of all virtues.
9. Discuss how religion can affect one’s character.
10. Describe the principle of justice and how it can affect the decision-making process.
11. Explain how you would allocate scarce resources in the provision of health care?
12. What is “situational ethics”? Why do people behave differently in different situations?
13. What role do religious beliefs play in a healthcare setting?
14. Describe how legal principles can conflict with religious beliefs in the hospital setting.
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